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Revision History
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1 Executive Summary
This Deliverable entitled D4.1 “Use Case Design and Specification” provides an output for the
activities of INPUT Task 4.1, namely “Design of Personal Cloud Service Platform and Proof-ofconcept Applications”. In particular, it aims at providing a first description of the two use cases
selected for the final demonstration, and an overview of the INPUT platform demonstrator test
bed that will be applied.
The two selected use cases regard a multimedia cloud personal service, and a one related to
the Internet of Things (IoT).
The first use case concerns the “Virtualization of existing End-User Electronic Devices” and in
detail of multimedia Set-Top Boxes (STBs). Multimedia STB services are provided as Personal
Cloud Services (PCSes) through the Telco operator infrastructure, by means of the instantiation
of a virtual STB (vSTB). The functionalities provided by the vSTB include real-time streaming
of multimedia content transmitted from the content provider in one or more local player
devices such as smart TVs; real-time streaming of multimedia content in smartphone and/or
tablet players, by exploiting the radio access network; recording of a content and delayed
playing of the content. Furthermore, the INPUT platform enables the concept of ubiquitous
“Personal Network”, allowing the end user to gain the perception of being in her/his home
network. In this way, once the user moves out from her/his residential LAN, she/he is still able
to view a real-time or stored content directly on her/his mobile device.
The second use case regards the IoT scenario, and in particular the “Virtualization of IoT
Services in a Home Management System”. In detail, this use case envisions the INPUT approach
to the main challenges affecting the IoT scenario, such as security and privacy issues for
connected personal devices and the limitation of resources (constrained devices). The former
aspect is approached by the INPUT architecture ensuring the control of direct access from the
Internet to the physical devices, by means of the instantiation of Virtual Sensors, which are
located in high capacity computing facilities at the network edge. Net_Functions can carry out
access control policies to filter and limit the access to authenticated ranges of addresses and
well-known domains. The latter aspect – namely, the limitation of resources – is approached
using the allocation of resources next to the sensors/actuators, Service_Apps for data processing
(Data Management), and the reduction of the sensors’ complexity and communications with
the provisioning of the Sensor-as-a-Service (the so-called Virtual Object).
The two use-cases will share the same experimental network setup for demonstration
activities. The network has been designed to be composed of 12 OpenFlow switches: four of
them are deployed to represent different Central Offices (COs) with computing and storage
facilities. Eight Access OpenFlow Switches (AOSes) represent the traffic devices aggregating
mobile and home network terminations. Users’ home networks and mobile devices are
connected to their Personal Network by the INPUT platform. The Personal Network will be
terminated by means of a Virtual Home Gateway, which will be composed of a number of
Net_Functions with heterogeneous nature (e.g., Virtual Machines (VMs), bare-metal, multicontext applications, etc.), as defined in the D3.1 report [5].
As defined in the D2.1 report [1], the data-plane and the INPUT Network and Service Operating
System (NS-OS) will be developed and integrated into the OpenVolcano platform. The INPUT
Network and Service Manager (NS-MAN) will be realized on top of the Ericsson Network
Manager. All the South- and North-Bound Interfaces (SBIs and NBIs), along with related
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mechanisms and algorithms defined in WP2 and WP3, will be integrated into this Work
Package, and applied in the final demonstration activities.
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2 Introduction
2.1 The INPUT project
The INPUT project aims at exploiting new in-network Personal Cloud Services (PCSes) by
exploiting advanced capabilities of upcoming network technologies based on Software Defined
Network (SDN) and Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) paradigms.
In this respect, the project ultimate goals are to bring cloud-computing services much closer
to the end-users and to be able to replace physical Smart Devices with their “Virtual Images”,
envisioning the concept of “Smart Device-as-a-Service” (SDaaS), far beyond the classical service
model (IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS). In particular, the smart devices are virtualized using the
instantiation of PCS over the edge network infrastructure, and providing them to the users asa-Service.
The whole project is furthermore oriented to introducing computing capabilities to the edge
network devices, in order to allow both users and Telco operators provide and manage cloud
services as close as possible to the end users. Indeed, it would enable the datacenter network
offloading, additionally featuring lower latency reactiveness to the services offered. In this
respect, the SDN paradigm in conjunction with NFV technology will provide the necessary tools
to support the control capabilities needed to introduce computing and storage to the edge
network devices and to move cloud services closer to the end users.
To allow an effective, scalable and sustainable fruition of the PCSes, the INPUT platform
creates a base communication service between users and the virtual images of their smart
devices, by means of the so-called Personal Network. The latter represents a secure and trusted
virtual overlay network, capable of handling the interconnection of users’ smart devices with
standard Layer-2 (L2) protocols and operations equivalent to the ones available today in a user
home network, independently of their location (inside/outside the user’s home) or their nature
(physical/virtual).
Personal Networks will be realized by virtualizing typical Network Functions offered by the
user’s home gateway, implementing them in the form of software instances, defined as
Net_Functions, running in commodity computing facilities deployed in the Telco Operator’s
edge network.
A Net_Function is a single software instance providing data-plane or signalling network
functionality (e.g., IP forwarding/routing, firewall, DPI, NAT, DHCP, etc.) able to run on
commodity servers.
Physical SDs typically connected to the user’s LAN will be virtualized in the INPUT computing
facilities, by means of software instances running in a single execution container, named Service
Applications (Service_Apps). These Apps will operate at different levels of the edge network
infrastructure and are intended to cooperate with applications residing on the users’ smart
devices (User_Apps), or on datacenters (DC_Apps), to realize innovative personal cloud services.

2.2 Work Package Description
The INPUT Project is organised in 3 technical Work Packages (WPs), each addressing the
topics and areas of the three research axes of the project: Network and Service Abstraction,
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Automation and Virtualization Interfaces, Smart Network Programmability and Smart Personal
Cloud Services, respectively.
WP4 deals with the definition of requirements for generic next-generation personal cloud
services, paying a deeper attention to the proof-of-concept realization of the use cases
described in deliverable D2.1. WP4 will also explore the required activities for the final
demonstration setting, regarding the whole INPUT Project.

2.3 Deliverable Structure
The Deliverable D4.1, “Use case design and specification” aims at a more detailed structuring
of the two most significant use cases defined in the previous deliverable D2.1 “Definition of Use
and Business Cases Requirements”.
The remainder of this report is organized as follows.
Section 3 introduces a high-level and reference design of the INPUT demonstrator test bed,
which will draft the underlying infrastructure for the experimental evaluation of the network
and service orchestration/management policies conceived in WP2 and of the novel in-network
programmability capabilities developed in WP3.
Sections 4 and 5 (“Virtualization of existing End-User Electronic Devices” and “Virtualization
of IoT Services”, respectively) deal with a deeper description of each use case, specifying
functionalities, requirements and proof-of-concept implementations of each use case
presented. Particular attention is furthermore paid to the benchmarking methodologies and
key performance indexes to evaluate the whole system achievements. In particular, each
section contains an initial storytelling, which introduces the use case scenario and
requirements. Furthermore, a “System Integration” subsection is introduced, where both
functional requirements and the integration with the INPUT infrastructure are outlined.
Conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
Finally, an Appendix can be found at the end of the document. This Appendix describes the
most relevant ongoing WP4 activities currently in progress along with preliminary results and
proof-of-concept demonstrations already carried out by the project. This Appendix can be
meant as sort of preview of upcoming deliverable reports that will be released by WP4.
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3 The INPUT demonstration test bed
In this section, we introduce the initial design of the INPUT demonstrator test bed, which will
constitute the underlying infrastructure for the experimental evaluation of the most promising
network and service orchestration/management policies conceived in WP2 and of the novel innetwork programmability capabilities developed in WP3.
In particular, a demonstration network infrastructure will be set up to assess the validity of
the proposed in-network cloud computing architecture. To this purpose, the demonstrator will
host two different proof-of-concept PCSes selected from the use-cases defined in Deliverable
D2.1 [1] and described in Sections 4 and 5.

3.1 The Demonstration Network
As defined in the D2.1 report [1], the INPUT Project considers a telecommunication edge
network infrastructure with the full technological convergence of mobile and wireline access.
For this reason, the demonstrator has been designed to represent a small but significant
segment of the edge network of a network operator.
The demonstration network, shown in Figure 1, is composed of eight logical Access OpenFlow
Switches (AOSes), which aggregate traffic from different wireline and mobile backhauling
networks. Also, a number prototypal OpenFlow switches, based on programmable NetFPGA
platforms, will be deployed in the back-hauling networks. These prototypes will allow
demonstrating the hardware offloading capabilities and extensions to the OpenFlow protocol
developed in WP3 [5].
The logical switches are set up through the OF-CONFIG protocol [2], and realized by
partitioning the data-path of two Pica8 Pronto 3290 [3]. AOSes connect end-users with the
telco’s Central Offices (COs), where the network operator terminates the user network access,
and a trusting/control on user accounts and services is performed.
Four COs will be deployed in the demonstrator. Each CO hosts a Central Office OpenFlow
Switch (COS) and some computing and storage facilities. As for the AOSes, four logical COSes
are obtained by partitioning the data-path of one Pica8 Pronto 3920 device [4].

Figure 1. INPUT demonstration network topology.

The COSes permit the communication of the end-users with their PCSes hosted in the
computing/storage facilities and provide access to the Internet.
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As mentioned above, the demonstrator network supports both wire-line access and mobile
access. However, since it is not feasible to deploy real access network technologies, the wireline access is realized with 1 Gigabit Ethernet links and the mobile access is emulated by using
Wi-Fi access points. Figure 2 shows the access segments of the demonstrator in more detail.
Users’ home networks and mobile devices are connected to their Personal Network by the
INPUT platform. The Personal Network will be terminated by means of a Virtual Home Gateway,
which will be composed of a number of Net_Functions with heterogeneous nature (e.g., Virtual
Machines (VMs), bare-metal, multi-context applications, etc.), as defined in the D3.1 report [5].

Figure 2. INPUT demonstration access network.

For the emulation of the mobile access, a more complex deployment is required. Indeed, the
INPUT architecture has to provide each user with a Personal Network (PN) service (see the
D2.1 report [1]), which constitutes a single isolated L2 virtual broadcast domain. However, the
WLAN does not provide isolation among the users’ traffic as in a real mobile network scenario.
For this reason, to guarantee isolation among the users’ Personal Networks, a PPTP (Point to
Point Tunnelling Protocol) tunnel is configured in the access points for each user.
The mobile network AAA (Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting) and gateway
functions are realized by a Virtual Machine (VM) terminating the PPTP tunnels.

3.2 The INPUT Platform Architecture
The reference platform for the development of the demonstration network is the Open
Virtualization Operating Layer for Cloud/fog Advanced NetwOrks (OpenVolcano) described in
Annex C of the D3.1 report. The OpenVolcano platform embraces a large number of well-known
open-source software projects, offering novel data- or control-plane capabilities, to provide
scalable and virtualized networking technologies able to integrate cloud services, both personal
and federated in a native fashion.
Modularity has been further boosted to cope with the presence of remote network managers
interacting with the OpenVolcano control plane and to support the migration of the personal
cloud service instances among the servers in the edge network.
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Figure 3 depicts the main components of the OpenVolcano platform mapped on the INPUT
demonstrator, i.e., the StratoV and the Caldera, which represent the control and the data plane
of the architecture.
The StratoV hosts the interfaces needed for the control of the infrastructure, for the
communication with the actors of the INPUT scenario (i.e., the Service Providers, the Users and
the Network Operator) and the Network and Service Operating System (NS-OS).
In particular, the StratoV controls the programmable network resources through specific
southbound interfaces. These interfaces include APIs for the monitoring and the control of the
computing/storage resources and services, for the monitoring and the control of the OpenFlow
switches, and control of the infrastructure’s power consumption.
At the north-bound, the StratoV exposes both IaaS and PaaS APIs towards the Service
Providers for the deployment of cloud services instances. Further details of both southbound
and north-bound interfaces can be found in [1].

Service Providers

Service_App
n

Net_Function
0

Net_Function
0

DROP-NFV

Service_App
0

NFV Agent

PaaS
APIs

Network and Service Operating System
Consolidation
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IaaS/PaaS
Control Interface

Service HyperVisor

IaaS
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Orchestration

Monitoring

Management
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OpenFlow

Virtual OpenFlow Switch
(Linux User-Space)

DPDK

StratoV
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User’s
Personal Network

Residential
LAN

Wi-Fi
access point

User_App

Figure 3. Mapping of the main components of the OpenVolcano platform on the INPUT demonstrator.

Finally, the NS-OS will include the most promising consolidation/orchestration criteria
developed in WP2. This module is responsible for the dynamic activation of the services and to
determine the optimal instantiation and migration of PCSes and Net_Functions locations to the
available computing and storage resources. The objective is to satisfy the required QoE/QoS
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level and the estimated workload/traffic volumes with the minimum possible energy
consumption.
The Caldera includes the novel in-network programmability supports developed in WP3 to
provide PCSes in an efficient and scalable way, and thus it is in charge of running the software
instances offering layer 7 services (Service_Apps) and Net_Functions required by the users [5].
To this purpose, each Caldera deployed in the demonstrator hosts a high-performance
OpenFlow software switch based on the DPDK library [6], a hypervisor for the management of
the virtual machine hosting the Service_Apps, and a dedicated NFV Agent for the control and
management of Net_Functions.
The internal OpenFlow switch directs traffic flows to Service_Apps and Net_Functions
according to the packet matching/action rules configured by the StratoV.
At the current stage of the project, it has been decided to use KVM-Qemu [7] as service
hypervisor, since it already provides a complete set of primitives for controlling virtual
resources and virtual machines (e.g., provisioning, monitoring, VM life-cycle management,
migration, etc.).
Differently, for the management of Net_Functions, a specific NFV Agent will be developed in
WP3. Indeed, in the OpenVolcano platform, Net_Functions can be deployed using the
virtualization platform or with different technology. Net_Functions that must guarantee highperformance packet processing will be instantiated as processes using the DPDK data
processing acceleration libraries. This hybrid type of deployment requires the design of an adhoc set of primitives to manage/monitor resources and enable live migration of the DPDK based
Net_Functions.

3.3 Implementation of the Personal Network and Personal Cloud
Services
In the INPUT demonstration network, a number of users and their Personal Networks (PNs)
will be emulated, and the proof-of-concept implementations of the selected use-cases will run
on several users’ PNs.
PNs are implemented as overlay networks by using the multi-center slicing mechanism
introduced in Annex C of the D2.1 report. Thanks to the PN service, users will have the
perception of always being on their home network, independently of the current location. The
correct routing of the L2 data and signaling packets is guaranteed by the OpenFlow’s
matching/action rules dynamically provided by the NS-OS (see Annex C to the D2.1 report). The
matching/action rules are calculated according to the user’s location and the NS-OS’s
consolidation policy.
As previously anticipated, the layer 3 functionalities of the user’s PN, usually performed by a
home gateway, will be provided by the Virtual Home Gateway instances of the INPUT network.
In particular, the INPUT Virtual Home Gateway is implemented as a chain of Net_Functions
realizing the specific tasks.
As shown in Figure 4, the Net_Functions working at the data-path, like firewall, NAT, and IP
routing, will be instantiated as DPDK-based processes. As detailed in the D3.1 report, these
processes, named multi-context processes, are installed directly on hardware, bypassing both
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the host operating system and the hypervisor, and they provide a higher performance level than
traditional, kernel-based implementations.
For scalability reasons, each instance of Net_Function is conceived to handle traffic flows of
multiple users and the number of users served by a single Net_Function depends on the server
capacity and the desired QoS. Thus, when a Net_Function migration is required (because a user
is moving to another location or for consolidation purposes), the INPUT platform will be able
to handle the migration of only the user’s “context” (e.g., the firewall rules configured by the
user) to another Net_Functions instance.

Figure 4. INPUT Virtual Home Gateway.

Differently, Net_Functions realizing the home gateway’s control-plane functionalities will be
based on an extended version of OpenWRT [8] and instantiated in a standard VM. OpenWRT
also implements the user interface of the home gateway, which allows users to configure their
Virtual Home Gateway (e.g., addressing rules, NAT/firewall rules, etc.) and add/remove
personal cloud services (see Appendix B.2 of the D2.1 report).
Personal Cloud Services are meant to fully or partially virtualize smart physical devices
typically placed inside home networks (e.g., multimedia set-top boxes, home automation
control units, smart meters, etc.) and providing them to the users as a service.
In the INPUT scenario, PCSes will be dynamically deployed as software instances
(Service_Apps) running in a single execution container (e.g., a VM or a PaaS instance).
In general, a PCS can be deployed in the INPUT infrastructure as a chain of Service_Apps
performing specific tasks, and they can cooperate with applications residing in datacenters
(DC_Apps) to provide further functions/contents.
The end-user can configure and access his/her PCS through a User_App. The User_App directly
communicates with a Service_App realizing the Virtual Image [1] of the virtualized smart device.
This Service_App is directly connected to the user’s PN and must provide the access interface to
the PCS at least.
Other service components can be performed by further Service_Apps or even by remote
DC_Apps, which in general can be shared with other service/users for scalability reasons and/or
the nature of the service (e.g., a public content cache).
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The communication and information exchanged among different Service_Apps of the same
PCS are handled through Back-End Networks. A Back-End Network is a virtual L2/L3
interconnection among a set of Service_Apps and/or even specific Net_Functions, which is
separated from the user’s PN. In other words, a Back-End Network is an L2/L3 broadcast
network domain built among two or more virtual hosts, and whose traffic is isolated from the
one carried by the PN or other Back-End Networks.
Back-End Networks will also allow Service_Apps communicate with DC_Apps providing
further resources, and enable Service Providers to access, update and monitor the different
components of the service.
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4 Use case “Virtualization of existing End-User Electronic
Devices”
This use-case consists in the virtualization of set-top boxes (STBs) devices, which are
commonly deployed by content providers to offer their customers services like pay-per-view,
video on demand, TV recording, etc. According to the approach of the INPUT project, the STB
will not be physically present in the user home; rather, it will be offered as a PCS through the
Telco operator infrastructure. In more detail, this virtual STB (vSTB) will consist of a service
chain of Service_Apps and DC_Apps, created by the content/service provider and deployed into
the INPUT infrastructure, and User_Apps running on user’s devices.
The vSTB will be instantiated by the NS-OS, trying to utilize resources close enough to the
end-user location, to maximize his/her perceived QoE.
The virtual STB considered in this use case will provide the following main capabilities:
1. Real-time streaming of multimedia content transmitted from the content provider, on
one or more local player devices such as smart TVs.
2. Real-time streaming of multimedia content on smartphones and/or tablet players, by
exploiting the radio access network.
3. Recording of contents.
4. Playing contents previously recorded.
All the capabilities mentioned above will be managed by exploiting User_Apps for
smartphones or tablets. A graphic user interface (GUI) will guide the user across the abovementioned vSTB functions. For the sake of clarity, the GUI will permit to choose the action (play
live contents, recording, and view users’ contents) and the target device, i.e., the player, among
the devices connected to the Personal Network. Under this perspective, it appears clearly that
users do not need to connect any STB directly to their home multimedia players, because it will
be provided as a service through the INPUT infrastructure.
The potentiality of the STB virtualization becomes evident when the user leaves her/his
home network. In fact, in this case, the user can still exploit the vSTB using her/his Smart Clients
to watch real-time and stored contents.
To minimize the storage occupation and the number of data stream flows from the content
providers to the customers, nevertheless each user will have a personal instance of the vSTB; a
shared storage space will be employed, where multimedia contents recorded by users will be
saved and retrieved when required. For what concerns the storage server, either one server
might be allocated for the whole Telco network or one for each edge node, in order to serve all
the users connected to it. Such approach allows employing light virtual machines running the
Service_Apps that compose the vSTB instances and optimizing the copy and migration
procedures, in case a user moves from the user’s residential network to the INPUT radio access
network.
The same solution can be employed for the video stream receiver; i.e., the functional block
that receives all the live contents coming from the content providers and that interfaces with
the vSTB to send the required stream (i.e., a live channel, an event, and so on).
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4.1 Use case Storytelling
To explain the capabilities of the vSTB PCS, we refer to the needs of a typical family of three
members, Alessandro and Vera Falsaperla, and their son Gianluca.
The Falsaperla family loves to watch sporting events, television series and reality shows and,
for this reason, they subscribed to their favourite content provider and installed the related
decoder. Unfortunately, they are often out of town to visit the grandparents and, consequently,
they have to give up watching their programs. The actions mentioned above are very common,
and the current set-top boxes represent a drawback to users’ mobility. The cases illustrated in
the following show the effectiveness of the INPUT architecture in virtualizing commonly used
appliances, such as the STB, making them always available to users. This advanced capability is
achieved because the INPUT approach extends the concept of the domestic network to more
complex scenarios. Thanks to the personal networks, in-network Cloud Services will be “able
to follow” the user within the Telco network.
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4.2 Mapping to the INPUT architecture
As mentioned in Section 3, Physical SDs such as the Set-Top Boxes, typically connected to the
user’s LAN, will be fully virtualized in the INPUT computing facilities through software
instances, named Service Applications (Service_Apps), running at different levels of the edge
network infrastructure. Starting from these considerations, the whole service will be deployed
in the INPUT architecture as a chain of Service_Apps, User_Apps, i.e., software elements at the
user side, and DC_Apps, i.e., software components hosted at the datacenter side.
The aim of this section is to present all the components of the vSTB PCS. Figure 5 shows an
overview of the whole service. In the following, the different elements of the framework will be
presented together with their functionalities.


DC_Apps

-

vSTB Subscription Store: it is a cloud service enabling the subscription of
services/channels/events proposed by the content provider; a user has to connect to this
service every time the user wants to change the terms of subscription.

-

Historical Recording Storage: content saved by users are stored in a storage service within
the INPUT infrastructure; when contents become obsolete and, thus, required less
frequently, they are moved to a datacenter storage service, i.e., the Historical Recording
Storage.



Service_Apps

-

vSTB Manager: it is the Service_App enabling management and configuration of the vSTB
device.

-

Performance Analytics: it gathers the information about the service KPIs such as latency,
delay, delay variation, packet loss rate, throughput and other parameters allowing the
measurements of the quality of service/experience of the user. Users can access these
parameters using this Service_App.

-

Virtual Smart Device Set-top box: it is the core element of the use case and represents the
virtualization of the standard physical set-top box; it consists of four Service_Apps, whose
functions and behaviour will be detailed in Section 4.2.2:
o Virtual Decoder Interface (VDI);
o Digital Media Controller (DMC);
o Digital Media Server (DMS);
o Personal Acquirer (PA).

-

Edge Storage: it is the Service_App responsible for storing the contents recently recorded
and that, therefore, will be requested more likely in the immediate future.

-

Edge Acquirer: it is the Service_App receiving the data flows from the content provider’s
servers. It communicates with the users’ PAs to publish the content schedule and to
transmit the requested multimedia data flow.



User_Apps

-

vSTB Configurator: it is the mobile User_App enabling the configuration of the virtual
smart device; from this User_App, a user can choose whether duplicating and/or migrating
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the vSTB PCS in a visited Personal Network belonging to the INPUT network
infrastructure.
-

Remote Controller: this User_App is a mobile application that the user installs on her/his
smartphone or tablet to remotely control the vSTB device; more in detail, it connects to
the VDI Service_App allowing – among others – the following actions:
o accessing the provider’s content schedule;
o selecting a real-time or recorded content;
o choosing the DLNA player.

-

Events Notification: it allows setting up a notification service to alert the user when the
requested content is available.

-

Mobile Player: it is a mobile application that allows viewing content directly on a
smartphone or tablet; it connects directly to the PA and DMS Service_Apps to select
between real-time and stored contents.

Figure 5. Overview of the elements composing the vSTB Personal Cloud Service.

Finally, Figure 6 shows a high-level overview of the user’s Personal Network when the vSTB
service has been activated. As already described, the PN includes both physical and virtual
devices. More in detail, we can distinguish physical devices at the user side, i.e., in the user’s
residential LAN domain, and virtual devices in the INPUT domain, i.e., deployed inside the
INPUT network infrastructure, but belonging to the user’s private domain. In addition to the
above components, there are also other elements deployed within the network infrastructure,
which can be considered in the common domain; that is, they are employed for a number of
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users and do not belong to a specific PN. This case is the one of the Edge Acquirer and the Edge
Storage Service_Apps in the vSTB PCS.

Figure 6. A logical and high-level overview of the INPUT Personal Network: physical devices at users’
home and virtual ones instantiated inside the INPUT nodes reside in the same L2 broadcast domain.
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4.2.1 Implementation of the virtual Set-top Box Device
The virtual set-top-box device implementation consists of four Service_Apps, as represented
in Figure 7. It is compliant with the DLNA standard, that is, it can communicate with DLNAcompliant devices. Each component of it will be described in the following.

Figure 7. Service_Apps composing the vSTB device.

1. Virtual Decoder Interface (VDI): this component represents the interface between the
User_App and the functional components of the virtual decoder. By using a mobile User_App
(Android, iOS, Windows Phone or other frameworks), the user can select an action among
the following ones:
a. viewing live contents;
b. recording incoming or future events transmitted by the content provider;
c. displaying a recorded content from the user’s own digital library.
Furthermore, the VDI communicates with the Digital Media Controller to select the digital
media player that will be used to view the multimedia content, and with the Personal
Acquirer, with the objective of selecting one of the proposed contents or enabling the
recording of a selected event.
2. Digital Media Controller (DMC): according to the DLNA standard, the DMC maintains the
list of the DLNA players in the personal network, and communicates with the DMS to know
the list of the stored content.
3. Digital Media Server (DMS): this element is compliant with the DLNA standard, too; it
maintains and updates the list of contents exposed by both the PA and the Edge Storage.
4. Personal Acquirer (PA): it receives commands from the VDI enabling the live streaming
of contents or the recording of selected content. It communicates with the Edge Acquirer
in the common domain, requiring the multimedia content selected by the user or indicating
that a specified event has to be forwarded to the Edge Storage to be recorded.
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In addition to the functional blocks that constitute the vSTB, the framework is based on the
presence of two other elements within the network edge nodes, which are the Edge Acquirer
(EA) and the Edge Storage (ES). The first receives data streams directly from the Content
Provider; furthermore, it exposes the event timetable to the connected vSTBs, it sends required
data streams to the PAs, and when required, it saves multimedia contents in the ES.

4.2.2 Service Chains and physical distribution of the functionalities
As mentioned above, a PCS (such as the vSTB) is deployed in the INPUT architecture as a
chain of DC_Apps, Service_Apps and User_Apps elements. Each element performs specific tasks
(e.g., user interface, web server, device manager, events notification, data analytics, storage,
encryption/decoding, etc.). The following sections report the service chains, i.e., the
combination of DC_Apps, Service_Apps, and User_Apps involved during some of the most relevant
actions characterizing the proposed PCS. For the sake of clarity, in green boxes we will
represent User_Apps, running on the user’s mobile devices; blue boxes refer to Service_Apps
hosted in the INPUT network infrastructure; DC_Apps are represented in orange boxes; the
user’s devices involved to finalize the action, i.e., the DLNA players, are shown in grey boxes.
Viewing a live content on a Smart TV
Viewing a live content represents the core feature of the vSTB PCS. A user that wants to watch
a real-time multimedia content accesses the Virtual Decoder Interface, by using her/his
User_App Remote Controller. The VDI Service_App is connected to the Digital Media Controller
and Personal Acquirer service apps, thanks to which it is possible to access the DLNA players
connected to the user’s personal network and the Edge Acquirer Service_App, to request the
desired multimedia content scheduled by the content provider. Figure 8 shows the service
chain related to the action mentioned above.

Figure 8. Service chain related to the view of a live content on a DLNA player.

Viewing a recorded content on a Smart TV
Analogously to the above-described case, a user that wants to see a recorded content accesses
the VDI by using the mobile app Remote Controller; the DMC is connected to:
-

the VDI allowing the selection of the DLNA player where to finalize the action;
the DMS to retrieve the recorded content; the latter can be stored in the local Edge
Storage – if it has been recently recorded – or in the Historical Recording Storage DC_App
– if it is older than one month.

The related service chain is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9 Service chain related to the view of a stored content on a DLNA player

View of a live content on a mobile device
The user can enjoy the service directly from her/his smartphone or tablet, as long as under
the access radio coverage provided by the INPUT network operator. If this is the case, it will be
an NS-OS task to deploy the Service_Apps composing the PCS in such a way that a user can enjoy
it according to the subscribed service level agreement. The applications involved in this action
(refer to Figure 10) are the Mobile Player User_App and the Personal Acquirer coupled with the
Edge Acquirer Service_Apps.

Figure 10. Use of the service – live content - by mobile radio access network

Viewing a live content on a mobile device
In a similar way, Figure 11 shows what happens when a user requests the playout of a stored
content from either the Edge Storage Service_App or the Historical Recording Storage DC_App.

Figure 11. Use of the service – stored content - by the mobile radio access network.

Setting a notification
By using the Remote Controller User_App, a user can connect to the VDI, and by exploiting the
capabilities provided by the Personal Acquirer the user can view the content schedule and
configure the notification service to be notified immediately before the beginning of the
selected content (see Figure 12.a). When the Edge Acquirer begins the data stream toward the
Personal Acquirer, the latter sends an alert to the Events Notification User_App (see Figure 12.b).
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Figure 12. Setting (a) and reception (b) of notification.

Subscribing to a new service/channel/event
By using the vSTB Configurator, a user can access the DC_App vSTB Subscriptions Store, where
it will be possible to buy new subscriptions. For example, in a first phase, the user can subscribe
to Cinema channels and then purchase Sports Events. These actions involve the vSTB
Configurator User_App and the vSTB Subscriptions Store DC_App, as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Purchase of a new subscription or change of the subscription terms.

Request for information on service statistics
Users can request information about the state of their connectivity and the quality of service,
by using the Remote Controller User_App. The latter connects to the Service_App Performance
Analytics (as shown in Figure 14) that gathers all the KPIs related to the vSTB PCS, such as
packet loss rate, delay, packet delay variation, latency, and so on.

Figure 14. Consulting the Personal Cloud Service statistics.

4.3

Key Performance Indicators and Benchmarking

We distinguish between network-related parameters and user-related parameters for the
set-top box virtualization use case.

4.3.1 Network-related parameters
During the utilization of the vSTB PCS, the Performance Analytics Service_App gathers
information about network-related performance indicators. More in detail, the following
metrics are taken into consideration to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed solution.
Latency
It is the time interval between the sending of a command – using the User_App – and the
execution of the action by the platform. In this specific case, we measure the time that elapses
between a content request and its availability on the selected player.
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Delay
It represents the one-way packet delay between source and destination of the IP data
transfer. The average delay depends on several factors: the number of links between source
and destination, the available bandwidth, the traffic congestion and the queuing delay. Delay
directly affects the latency of the system.
Packet Delay Variation
The packet delay variation (PDV) represents the difference in the end-to-end one-way delay
between selected packets in a flow where lost packets are ignored. PDV directly influences the
quality of experience in case of VoIP and/or multimedia data streams. To counteract the effect
of PDV, usually, a playout buffer queuing data packets is employed, in order to provide them to
the player at the same rate, i.e., with the same inter-arrival time. PDV is responsible for the
buffer size and, thus, directly affects the latency.
Packet loss rate
It indicates the percentage of packets lost due to the link quality, network traffic congestion,
bandwidth availability and number of links between source and destination; furthermore, it is
essential to point out that, in case of multimedia streams, a packet is considered lost, even if it
is a latecomer, i.e., if the delay between its arrival time and the arrival time of the last accepted
packet is greater than what allowed by the playout buffer of the multimedia player.
Throughput (end-to-end bandwidth)
This performance indicator represents the instantaneous and/or average amount of data
exchanged between source and destination in a well-defined interval of time. It is measured in
bits/s and depends not only on the actual bandwidth of the transmission links but also on many
factors, such as the capability of links, the bandwidth used by other services and/or users, the
computational load of servers and virtual machines involved in the service. Based on its value
and its average trend, it influences the quality of the multimedia stream and, thus, it directly
affects the quality of service and the user experience.
The above-mentioned indicators directly impact on the quality of experience perceived by
the end-user and, more in detail, it is possible to put them in relation with the three most
important actions an end-user performs during the use of the personal cloud service:


Video on Demand:
o Effective end-to-end average bandwidth at the DNLA layer.
o Burstiness of packet arrivals.
o Jitter of packet arrivals at the network layer.
o Packet Retransmissions.



Video Live Streaming:
o Packet loss rate at the application layer.
o Effective end-to-end average bandwidth at the DNLA layer.
o Burstiness of packet arrivals.
o Jitter of packet arrivals at the network layer.



Control App
o End-to-end latency.
o Packet loss rate.
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4.3.2 User-related KPIs
Key performance indicators that are directly related to the user are:


Quality of Service:
o Video quality.
o Video bitrate.
o Buffering ratio of video content at the client side.



Quality of Experience:
o Subjective user impression / user rating (expressed at MOS scale).



Energy consumption.



Migration functionalities, streaming video contents transparent with users with a high
bitrate.



QoS, video bit-rate with multiple resolutions, buffering time (fixed and on the move),
resource consumption.

4.4 Proof of Concept Definition
In this section, the test bed requirements will be described, i.e., the hardware and software
elements required to realize the demo, and the actions the use case “virtualization of set-top
box device” is composed of.

4.4.1 Test bed requirements
The hardware and software requirements for the demo are:
 1 PC equipped with an Ethernet port to emulate the multimedia content provider server
sending multimedia streams toward the INPUT network.
 One or more Android smartphones with WiFi connectivity to run the User_App “Remote
vSTB Control.”
 At least two DLNA-compliant players, which can be personal computers, tablets or smart
TVs equipped with WiFi or Ethernet connectivity.

4.4.2 PoC Validation process
This proof of concept will demonstrate the capacities of the INPUT architecture to provide
outstanding benefits to the deployment, usability and, above all, easiness of use of a Home Settop Box for domestic entertainment (video-on-demand, pay-per-view and similar). The PoC will
also highlight the benefits of network flexibility via “in-network” programmability to deploy
Personal Networks enabling the virtualization of Services, Network functions/primitives in a
secure (all the components and interactions are secured), dynamic (Services upon user request
in fix and mobile environments) and scalable (adaptation to satisfy the needs when new devices
are integrated, i.e., increasing of deployment size and requirement) environment.

Demonstration 1 – Deployment of the solution
The first action consists in the activation of the Set-top Box service and its use in a domestic
environment, i.e., on all the devices connected to the local area network of users that register
to this service. This process involves multiple physical (hardware) and virtual (software and
remote hardware) interactions. Then, each user will install and execute a User_App (for
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Android, iOS, Windows, or other Smart TV/player proprietary Operating Systems) to connect
with the VDI, thanks to which it will be possible to select the action to perform (viewing the
contents schedule, playing or recording an event, displaying a recorded content). The VDI
communicates with the DMC to expose the list of available players (TVs, tablets, PCs, etc.) to the
user in her/his PN, and with the PA to expose the list of channels/contents transmitted or
scheduled by the content provider.

Step 0: Existing infrastructure
-

-

-

The Falsaperlas’ residential network is connected to the Internet via the INPUT
infrastructure.
The virtual home gateway presents a web service, thanks to which it will be possible to
manage their physical/virtual devices and subscribe to PCSes such as the vSTB.
At the beginning, the templates of Service_Apps enabling the virtualization of the virtual
Smart Device are already deployed within the INPUT network infrastructure. By
accessing their virtual home gateway, Alessandro and Vera can subscribe to personal
services such as the virtualization of smart devices and, in particular, of the set-top box
of their favorite content provider.
As defined in Section 4.2.2 a number of virtual machines offer the Edge Storage service
(ES) and Edge Acquirer (EA) service for multiple users. The ES allows the user to save
contents, while the EA receives the content schedule and data streams from the content
provider, and exposes them to the running virtual set-top boxes.
A set of mobile applications (User_Apps) for smartphone is available to be downloaded
from the App Store; they enable the remote control, configuration, and management of
the vSTB and the whole PCS.

Step 1: New service subscription
-

-

The Falsaperlas create a new account and subscribe to the virtual smart device service.
Once the service has been subscribed to, the event is communicated to the Network and
Service Operating System (NS-OS).
The NS-OS creates an instance of the service chain realizing the vSTB connecting the
related Service_Apps; usually, the vSTB will be instantiated, and it will run at the INPUT
node, which the Falsaperlas’ home is connected to (let us clarify that the decisions about
where to instantiate and run Service_Apps are taken by the NS-OS).
The vSTB PCS is included in the Falsaperlas’ personal network by setting up its virtual
network interfaces.
The Device Manager tab within the Falsaperlas’ virtual home gateway offers them the
capability of managing the new virtual device.

Step 2: Set-up of the devices at home
-

The Falsaperlas connect their DLNA-compliant devices to their local area network
(using an L2-switch or an Access Point/Switch), and the LAN to the Internet through the
INPUT network.
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-

Physical devices at Falsaperlas’ home and virtual devices will belong to the same L2
broadcast domain, thanks to the PN service provided by the INPUT platform.
DLNA players and renderers register to the Digital Media Controller component through
the common DLNA protocol.

Step 3: Connection establishment at the edge
-

The Personal Acquirer registers to the Edge Acquirer to receive the content schedule.
The Digital Media Server registers to the Edge Storage to enable recording of contents.

Step 4: User starts enjoying the service
-

-

The Falsaperlas can enjoy the vSTB PCS by using the User_Apps installed on their mobile
phone to remotely control the virtual set-top box.
Connecting to the Virtual Decoder Interface it will be possible to view the list of DLNAcompliant devices connected to the LAN and the list of content scheduled by the
provider.
For each content, it will be possible to select whether viewing the event or recording it,
and where to finalize the action, by selecting the player.

- Alessandro, Vera, Gianluca and Sergio can use their smartphones to connect to the
virtual device and perform another action in another player.
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Figure 15. Functional elements composing the Virtual Set-Top Box Personal Cloud Service.
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Demonstration 2 – Use of the service through mobile device (the personal
cloud service follows the user)
Step 0: The vSTB services have been subscribed.
-

An instance of the vSTB has been created and allocated in the personal area network of
the Falsaperla family.
The Falsaperlas can control the device by using a smartphone app.
They installed the four User_Apps on their mobile devices.

Step 1: The Falsaperlas move from their residential LAN to their grandparents’
house; the latter is under the coverage of the radio access network of the INPUT
operator
Once arrived:
-

-

Alessandro enables the 3G/4G data connection of his smartphone.
Alessandro runs the Mobile Player User_App installed on his smartphone connecting to
the DMS Service_App of the personal cloud service.
The INPUT NS-OS, according to the new position of the user requiring the service,
operates at two levels:
o Functions Virtualization plane, in order to instantiate, destroy, migrate or reconfigure Service_Apps and Network functions.
o Software Defined Networking plane, in order to reconfigure the Application
chains composing the vSTB PCS.
The Falsaperlas’ smartphones, connected to the INPUT operator RAN, are in the same
L2 broadcast domain, i.e., the Falsaperlas’ personal network.

Step 2: Connection establishment
-

Once in the same L2 broadcast domain, the Mobile Player User_App connects to the DMS
Service_App, owing to which it can:
o receive the content schedule of the content provider, by means of the Personal
Acquirer Service_App.
o view the list of recorded content stored in the Edge Storage Service_App or the
Historical Recording Storage DC_App.

Step 3: Users enjoy the service
-

By using the Mobile Player User_App, the Falsaperlas
o select the action between “view live content” or “view recorded content”;
o watch the selected content on their mobile devices.
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5 Use case “Virtualization of IoT Services in a Home
Management System: Virtual Collector Device”
5.1 Use case Storytelling
The Gonzalez family is planning their holidays for this summer. However, they want to make
sure that what happened last year will not happen again this year.
Last year they stayed in their own region, Murcia – South East of Spain, taking advantage
of living next to the Mediterranean Sea. They used to stay in an apartment less than 2 hours
from their home; it is a great advantage, since they can enjoy the local culture, while, at the
same time, they can visit their home with some frequency to ensure that everything is in
order. In fact, a problem with the water pipes in the kitchen happened, and it flooded;
luckily, however, the kitchen has a door that connects to the back garden. Maria, their
neighbour, realised about some water going out through the kitchen door to the garden.
She got very nervous and called Ana (mother of the Gonzalez family), who also got very
nervous and asked Pedro (father of the Gonzalez family) to go immediately home to check
what was going on. When Pedro arrived at the home, he found that the kitchen pipe under
the dishwasher was disconnected, probably by an increase of the water pressure.
After discovering the disaster, Pedro called a plumber to solve the problem, who came
immediately. However, after solving the origin of the problem, Pedro realized that several
pieces of furniture in the kitchen were damaged and that some water stains were visible in
some parts of the wall, so that some furniture had to be changed and the walls painted…
Pedro decided to use the time that the rest of the family was enjoying on the beach to solve
all these issues, in order to ensure that when Ana and the children come back home,
everything would be fine.
One week later everything was fixed and working, and the rest of Gonzalez family came
back home. However, Pedro missed more than half of his holidays staying at home to
assemble the new furniture and supervise the painters.
After this experience, Pedro decided to deploy a Home Management Solution composed of
a flood sensor to monitor potential water spills and an electro-valve. Thereby, in the case
of any anomaly, next time the water flow would close directly, and the impact would be
reduced.
Since they have automated their home, they feel more comfortable to visit another country.
In this occasion, they will go to the north of Italy (Genova) to continue enjoying the
Mediterranean Sea with some friends. Pedro feels very comfortable that this year will be great
and that the problem from last year will not happen again, thanks to his new home management
system. However, Ana is not so sure, since they have contracted Methane gas (Gas Ciudad) for
the oven and heating water. After sharing these worries with Pedro, they decided to extend
their system to also support gasses and air quality monitoring.
Pedro was checking on the same web page from which he acquired the sensors last time, and
he found that they offered exactly the sensors that he required detecting gasses, fires, and air
quality monitoring. He was very surprised that they just needed to add the sensor and the
additional electro-valve, but they did not require to upgrade their domestic gateway, either
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mobile app, or backend platform. Pedro has access to all the information from the new sensors
and actuators as if they would set up from the beginning.
After setting up these new sensors, Ana was much happier and confident that they could leave
the house without any risk.
Even when the main problems were covered, Pedro was thinking about the benefits of setting
up also some smart meters to monitor the energy consumption at home, since it would help
them understand and enhance their behaviours regarding energy efficiency. He was checking
on the Internet about the different options; however, the smart meter that he liked most was
not based on Bluetooth Low Energy, but on a protocol called Z-wave and it was a quite new
model. He investigated about the compatibility of both protocols, which however are totally
different. He called the Smart Meter provider, and they suggested him to acquire a second
system for energy monitoring, but Pedro was not convinced to make all the investment on the
second system… Pedro, not fully sure that no other option exists, decided to call the helpdesk
from the company he was using for the water and gasses monitoring to know about options to
support the smart meter based on Z-wave.
The helpdesk informed him that the platform deployed at his home could support additional
protocols just adding a very affordable USB dongle. Pedro was very happy about discovering it
and purchased the Smart meter in a web page and the USB dongle to support Z-Wave to extend
his current gateway. Pedro received the material, and he was not very sure that the gateway
could support a new protocol and his mobile App / platform from one vendor would display
data from the other provider... How could it also understand the data coming from the smart
meters? However, Pedro was extremely surprised when suddenly the information from the
smart meter appeared in his usual mobile App and it was aggregated into the data logging
system, too.
Pedro continues thinking that the capacity of his system is really magic, and he cannot
understand how the system can support a broad range of protocols and sensors, even devices
that did not exist by the time that he acquired the system.
Finally, the Gonzalez family went to Genova and the holidays without any issue. Pedro and
Ana were continuously informed about the correct status of their home. They could check the
data at any moment via their smartphones.
They were so happy about the experience that they are already considering to go to Mexico
for the next summer.
This use-case, fully leveraging on the INPUT technologies, has presented how a home
management system can evolve and adapt to the end-user needs over time (extending the
solution with additional devices, supporting new protocols), adapting to mobility (local
visualization), and ensuring easy deployment and integration with the platform and User_Apps.

5.2 Mapping to the INPUT architecture
5.2.1 Benefits of the INPUT Architecture in the IoT domain
INPUT proposes and is developing a disruptive way to implement network functionalities
and provide the allocation of resources (processing, storage, and communications).
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The Internet of Things is presenting key challenges in two domains that INPUT is directly
addressing: on one hand, limitation of resources (constrained devices) and, on the other hand,
security and privacy.
-

Dynamic resource allocation (outsourcing): IoT is composed by constrained sensors
/ actuators in terms of communications capabilities (bandwidth), autonomy (battery
lifetime), processing capabilities (limited computational capacity, focused on low power
chipset architectures, such as legacy Intel 8051 or innovative ARM M0/M1
architectures, with very simplified and reduced capacity) and storage (RAM between
8KB and 32KB and Flash between 128KB/256KB and 2MB). These conditions make
totally necessary the outsourcing (external allocation) of several functions such as data
logging store, algorithms for data processing / aggregation, and reduction of
communications to ensure a long lifetime.
The INPUT architecture is addressing these requirements by allocating resources next
to the sensors / actuators. Some examples are the Service_Apps for data storage
(Historical Data Cache Storage), processing (Data Management) and the reduction of the
sensors’ complexity and communications with the provisioning of the sensor as a Smart
Device as a Service (SDaaS), the Virtual Object (VO) – see the D2.1 report. Thereby, the
Virtual Object can attend several requests, without requiring a direct communication
with the real sensor to enhance the lifetime of the sensors, and reduce the impact on the
sensor/actuator resources.

-

Interoperability of different protocols/technologies: Today, technological
fragmentation is one of the major problems of the IoT. In fact, several
protocols/technologies for the IoT devices exist (e.g., Modbus / EIB in dedicated wires,
X10 over PLC, RF in Wireless SubGHz, ZigBee, and Z-Wave in Wireless 2.4GHz) that
cannot interoperate with each other. By leveraging the INPUT approach, it is possible to
include new protocols in the home management system without (almost) any
intervention of the final user; this is supported via the plug and play of new interfaces
(such as the case of Z-wave in the description) and the inclusion of a Virtual Object to
carry out the mapping of this new protocol to the common objects description protocol
based on OMA LwM2M. Thereby, the development of logic and the configuration of the
Home Automation are rendered technology-agnostic.

-

Security and Privacy: The Internet of Things is always questioned about its viability to
satisfy the security and privacy requirements that are needed in critical and personal
scenarios. Nowadays, high-capability devices such as mobile phones and laptops / PCs
are accessed by malware, and even high-performance computing and datacenters suffer
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks. Therefore, it is normal that if Internet firstclass devices as the ones above are vulnerable to attacks, then emerging second-class
devices can be much more vulnerable. However, this assumption is missing the
consideration that direct access from the Internet to these devices will be much more
limited and controlled, as it happens in Industrial Internet solutions.
INPUT presents a clear mechanism to reduce the direct access from the Internet to the
physical sensors / actuators, since several of the requests can be managed via the Virtual
Object (Smart Device as a Service), which is allocated in a high capacity device (such as
edge network node or datacenter). In addition, Net_Functions provide mechanisms to
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carry out Firewall as an access control method to filter and limit the access to
authenticated ranges of addresses and well-known domains.
INPUT also offers a networking approach via Software Defined Networks to provide a
Local Network, i.e., a common Layer 2, between the sensors / actuators and the
Service_Apps and Net_Functions. This capacity also ensures the limitation to access the
sensors / actuators for specific functions (management and advanced APIs enabled for
the Service_Apps and Net_Functions) from external entities that are not enabled to be
visible from the same Layer 2. Thereby, it also ensures the protection and limitation to
access from third party Internet devices.
Via edge network intelligence, as also promoted by fog computing, INPUT enables an
enhancement of privacy, since it allocates data and functions closer to the user, rather than in
the cloud computing domain (usually located in distributed and geo-distributed places,
reducing the control about the allocation to the user).
Therefore, INPUT is promoting the deployment and development of IoT-based
implementations providing scalable and cost-affordable solutions to enable the allocation of
resources and enhancement of security and privacy. In the following subsections, the
implementation of the defined values will be put in perspective, and KPIs will also be defined
to demonstrate the impact on IoT devices in terms of scalability, communications overhead,
autonomy (lifetime), and latency.

5.2.2 Implementation of the Virtual Collector Device
The use-case described in Section 5.1 relies on the Virtual Collector device “In-network”
solution. This is based on the implementation of the virtual images of physical sensors as Smart
Devices as-a-Service via Service_Apps and the enablement of advanced functions in terms of
multiple protocols’ support (instantiating specific protocols and logical relationships on
demand), adding extensions to ontologies and type of sensors on demand, and the integration
with more advanced modules for data collection, storage, aggregation, correlation, and
analytics. These Service_Apps are complemented with their respective DC_Apps, both being able
to cooperate with each other to provide high scalability levels and reduced latency times. The
Service_Apps are designed to provide almost real-time local control (e.g., local logic
deployment), high quality of experience (e.g., historical data retrieval for visualization), and
local data processing for detection of events (e.g., data correlation and complex event
processing).
The Service_Apps will offer different additional capabilities and functionalities to the sensors
and solutions upon a user request via evolvable capabilities. For example, as defined in the
storytelling, support for new protocols and additional devices. In the same way, the evolution
can also come via the enablement of new advanced modules such as behaviors’ learning /
human dynamics with data analytics modules, i.e., services based on the data provided from the
sensors and users activity.
The functionalities deployed in the different entities are presented in the following diagram
in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Overview of the elements composing the home management system.

The detailed description of key functionalities / services introduced in the INPUT Architecture
is presented as follows:
-

Net_Functions:
o Firewall (Access Control): Provisioning of a scalable deployment of the access
control and security policies, at the same time facilitating their remote upgrade
and maintenance. This component will reduce the impact over end-devices (IoT
devices and gateways) in terms of the reduction of energy consumption and
communications overload. Thereby, the risks in the IoT domain, such as Denial
of Service attacks, are mitigated.
o Addressing (IPv4 and/or IPv6 network addressing): The Internet of Things
promotes a common L3 (IP – Internet Protocol) visibility of all the entities in the
network. It is a natural extension of the current approach in the INPUT
architecture for building Personal Networks as secure and trusted virtual overlay
networks that can interconnect the smart devices of a user with standard L2
protocols. Thereby, this component will provide a unique and globally reachable
IPv4 or IPv6 address to the end-devices (IoT sensors and gateways), the
deployment of this addressing and its adequate routing to the Points of Presence
(PoPs), network address translation (NAT), network addresses mapping for
transition mechanisms (IPv6 to IPv4 and vice versa), heterogeneous addressing
spaces mapping (legacy protocols mapping to IP-based addressing) [9], and the
integration of adaptation layers / mechanisms for addressing of IoT devices with
constrained capabilities (6LoWPAN, GLoWBAL IP, etc.) [10] [11]. This presents a
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very relevant challenge that is addressed in the INPUT architecture. It is
remarkable that this challenge and its solution will be adopted by ETSI IP6 as
guidelines about how to deploy Fog Computing in IPv6 / Internet of Things
networks [12].
o Interoperability mapping and device protocol mapping: The Internet of
Things, in general, and home automation, in particular, are populated by a wide
range of protocols. These protocols are motivated by the different natures of
physical devices; this involves the integration of Power Line Carrier protocols,
subGHz protocols, ISM-bands protocols such as in the 2.4 GHz band, etc. As an
initial motivation of their different capacities, a wide range of protocols was
defined. For example, Modbus / EIB in dedicated wires, X10 over PLC, RF in
Wireless SubGHz, ZigBee and Z-Wave in Wireless 2.4GHz. At the same time, inside
every spectrum portion, other distinctions were defined, based on the complexity
of the MAC layers, bandwidth requirements, and a number of sensors to be
supported. An example of this differentiation can be seen in the 2.4 GHz between
WiFi – IEEE 802.11, Bluetooth – IEEE 802.15.1 and ZigBee – IEEE 802.15.4.
Consequently, a wide range of protocols was defined, and some specializations
were carried out over specific protocols, making it very challenging to offer a
Home Management System with the support of a single protocol. For example,
smart metering has been specialized over the ModBus protocol; however,
security and safety sensors are specialized over Z-Wave, and finally more
general-purpose sensors are focused on more extended protocols, such as
Bluetooth or WiFi.
To satisfy this challenge, the gateways are enabled with multi-protocol interfaces
to cover multiple domains; an example of this kind of multipurpose gateway is
presented by COSMOTE in Figure 17, which is based on OpenHAB middleware
[14] and Open HW platforms such as Raspberry PI and Arduino.
Beyond the physical integration, the challenge appears in the data integration,
interoperability among the different protocols and support for extensibility and
inclusion of new protocols. For this purpose, a number of Net_Functions will be
defined to map from the semantics of a specific protocol to a common one that
supports all of them and provides an enrichment of the data. Mapping of native /
legacy protocols to a common IoT interoperable domain will be developed.
Protocols such as Bluetooth Low Energy, OMA LwM2M, and Z-Wave are going to
be integrated and supported. Finally, the need to support data exportation and
multi-domain historical data aggregation via W3C SSN-XG ontology [13] has been
reflected by the mapping of binary objects (OMA LwM2M) facilitating the
integration into IoT architectures (e.g., oneM2M), as well as of semantics and of
triple spaces to offer a higher capacity for annotation and integration.
Thereby, this module will make feasible the instantiation of specific Machine-toMachine (M2M) and Internet of Things protocols (for example, as described in
the use-case storytelling, the support for Z-Wave), while enabling at the same
time the logical and semantic relationship of the objects from a specific protocol
with other objects.
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Figure 17. High-level view of the multipurpose IoT gateway.

-

DC_Apps:
o Device Manager: The device manager provides the functionalities for remote
management, remote maintenance, and support for the set-up and
commissioning of the devices. The device manager enables the deployment of the
security and access control policies (list of servers and list of devices) into the
Service_Apps, sensors, and gateways. In addition, it enables the update of devices
over the air remotely; it schedules periodic checks to ensure the correct
functionality of the system and defines group tasks such as sensors validation for
self-healing and fault diagnosis. In addition, some specific device management
platforms such as Homard1 that will be used in this use-case provide other
features for application integration (Open APIs to integrate with other
platforms), connectivity management (keep open connections through NATs or
private networks) and data management (data storage and integration with
resources such as described in the Historical Data Storage).
The Device Manager will be the key component that will interact with the
Configuration Manager (User_App) to request all the required Service_Apps by the
different processes requested by the user (see the processes in Section 4.5.2).
o Historical Data Storage: One of the key components to be allocated at the Data
Center level is the historical data storage. This storage integrates heterogeneous

1

Homard is the HOP Ubiquitous (HOPU) device management platform: https://homard.hopu.eu/
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data from multiple sources, using a common semantics model with annotations
(meta-data). Thereby, it makes the exportation (Linked Data) and the
aggregation / analytics simpler.
o Logic Manager (Business Process Management and IFTTT): This module
enables the logic building and operational control based on two types of logic
builders: on one hand, a simple logic builder based on IF-Then predicates to
define the behaviour of the solution under a specific event (e.g., temperature over
a threshold, water flood detected, etc.); on the other hand, a more complex design
of logic can be defined with workflows that involve multiple states (e.g., User
interaction / confirmation via Notification Hub, actuation via actuator, data
logging about the event to the history of events).
o Data Analytics: This module provides learning of behaviours and activities
based on the events coming from the Service_App Event processing and historical
data. These data analytics can also be benefited of sharing data between users, in
order to define common human dynamic behaviours [15].
This module will provide relevant benefits to the user and system, such as
breakdowns prevention, early detection of anomalies, etc.
-

Service_Apps:
o Virtual Object (Smart Device as a Service): This Service_App will be designed
to host digital instances of sensors/actuators and their related meta-data;
thereby it can provide values such as the last time that a communication has been
carried out, average data value, minimum, maximum, and other relevant data
about the sensor, without requiring the sensor intervention. The VO is deployed
inside the PN of the user and represents the virtual counterpart of the sensor /
actuator. It describes all the characteristics of the object by its schema, the VO
Schema. Each VO is deployed blank at first instantiation, and then the Schema is
populated according to the physical object that it represents. The VO schema
frees INPUT from the burden of building a different VO for each object. Thereby,
several meta-data can be provided at the same time. These data will enhance the
performance “perceived” from the physical sensor, since the VO will directly
provide them without continuously accessing the physical sensor, consequently
enhancing the sensor’s lifetime (i.e., longer battery lifetimes thanks to power
consumption reduction).
o Historical Data Cache Storage: This Service_App will be implemented to
cooperate with the Historical Data Storage DC_Apps. This solution will offer
higher scalability level, reduced latency times and ensure that all the data is
stored (no data is lost); for this reason, local storage (cache) of the data is relevant
to enhance the interaction and reduce the dependencies with the Internet
connectivity. The Historical Data cache will be used in two ways: on one hand, at
the home network where the Home Management System is deployed as the point
to store the data initially – thereby, the DC_App will be synced directly with the
Service_App to make it more transparent for the sensors and the rest of the
system; on the other hand, the Historical Data Cache will be also used to provide
replicas of data in remote locations to offer a high QoE to the user when checking
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/ visualizing the historical data at the user’s home, in order to see that everything
is going on well, check the levels of energy consumption, gasses, air quality, and
security. Note that we are assuming volatile cache memories for periods between
1 day and 1 week, although this is configurable.
o Local Logic Manager: This Service_App is the deployment of the logic defined in
the Logic Manager (DC_App), in order to reduce the response time of critical
operations as much as possible and avoid any inconvenience by Denial of Service
attacks and reliability with the DC_App.
o Data aggregation, correlation and Complex Event Processing: This
Service_App is focused on the local data processing in terms of detection of events,
data aggregation to optimize the storage for the historical data cache and the
correlation between sensors (e.g., humidity and/or temperature values from
multiple sensors deployed in the same room, as in ambient monitoring and air
quality monitoring).
-

User_Apps:
o Configuration Manager (Mobile): This User_App will interact with the device
manager and logic manager to support the set-up and commissioning of the
sensors at two levels: (i) to carry out security and parameter configurations, (ii)
to define the behaviours of the node (e.g., generate an alarm message when the
temperature is above a given threshold, close an electro-valve when a water spill
is detected, send a notification if a window is kept open, and no activity is
detected at home).
o Notification Hub (Mobile): This App is focused on the end-users (anyone in the
house) who want to check the status of a sensor (just reading, no configuration),
receive notifications for the events / behaviours of interest (e.g., get a notification
when the temperature in the room is under a determinate threshold, when a baby
is crying…2). The notification hub will also provide data about the user location
to the platform, in order to provide also advanced services based on proximity
(easy to discover and interact with the devices via Proximity based on Bluetooth
Low Energy) and geo-fencing (it allows to trigger an event when a user enters (or
exits) the boundaries defined).
o Data Visualizer (Smart TV or PC): This App will be focused on offering enriched
data visualization based on the historical data, learned behaviours, best
practices, etc. These data visualized as a difference with the mobile ones will
provide interactive charting capabilities to users. This data visualizer will make
use of the Historical Data Cache Storage to enhance the user experience (QoE) via
reduction of the response times.

5.2.3 Services Chain and physical distribution of functionalities
Figure 18 represents an exemplary physical deployment of the different functionalities
described in the previous section.

2

All the described functionalities are covered by the Glue and Blue portfolio from HOPU (www.glueandblue.com)
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Figure 18. Edge network intelligence distribution for the IoT scenario

In the Figure, some IoT devices, belonging to Wireless Sensor & Actuator Networks (WSAN),
may not have any IP address associated and are connected to the Network through IoT gateways
supporting different technologies (such as ZigBee, Bluetooth, NFC, RFID). To virtualize these very
resource constrained devices, as described previously, our architecture envisions the presence of
Virtualized IoT Gateway functions.
This architecture gives the opportunity to reduce the impact of the operations over the enddevices (sensors / actuators), distribute intelligence and enhance security / privacy. The
following services chain presents some representative examples for some of the operations.

Access to the last value from a Sensor

Figure 19. Request of the latest value measured by a physical sensor.

This service chain in Figure 19 presents how a User_App (in a mobile phone, Smart TV or
equivalent) can request the last value (current value) from a sensor via the Virtual Object. In
this occasion, since it is the last value, the Virtual Object will require performing the request to
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the Sensor API. Note that the access between the VO and the physical sensor is carried out over
the same Network Layer 2 and using an advanced API based on OMA LwM2M. This API can also
be exposed to the Internet, but this approach enhances security and reduces the impact on the
autonomy of the sensor from multiple requests.
This kind of access provides advantages to re-use the last value for multiple operations in the
virtual sensor, such as historical data or attend other requests inside a time window (multiple
consecutive requests).

Access to historical data (Short term, e.g., same day)

Figure 20. Access to data from the edge Historical Data Cache Storage.

The service chain (see Figure 20) for accessing historical data from a short term, such as
visualize the historical data of an ambient sensor (temperature, humidity, and presence) can be
performed by accessing the Service_App with the historical data cache, which is allocated in the
edge network near to the User. Thereby, a high Quality of Experience (low latency), high privacy
(low data exposition to the network) and low communication costs (lower number of hops and
network distance).

Access to historical data (Long term, e.g., Last year)

Figure 21. Access to data from the Historical Data Cache Storage in the datacenter.

In the same way as the last service chain, the access to historical data is performed via the
mirror image available in the Data Center (i.e., the DC_App). The Data Center is preferable for
this kind of operations due to its higher scalability in terms of storage.

Management – Configuration of an event subscription

Figure 22. Event subscription procedure.

A different kind of access and use of the architecture is for the configuration and subscription
to events (see Figure 22), in order to delegate part of the intelligence to the INPUT architecture.
In this particular case, the INPUT architecture is enabled for the IoT use case with a logic
manager, which provides Business Process Management (Activity from FIWARE FITMAN) and
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IFTTT (IF-THEN basic configuration rule engine). This logic manager is allocated as a DC_App
to provide a global control logic; it is relevant to deliver a coherent logic management in
mobility and distributed scenarios. Once the logic is configured via the Configuration Manager
(User_App) into the Logic Manager (DC_App), the Virtual Object carries out a set of operations
over the end sensor via the Connection API. In particular, the operation performed on the device
is the creation of an observation of the parameters (OMA Web Object) that the user has
subscribed.

Notifications from a pre-defined event subscription

Figure 23. Event notification.

A follow up of the previous service chain is the observation from the sensor; when the
subscribed event occurs, it notifies such event to the Virtual Object, which informs the Logic
Manager (where an IFTTT rule or a BPM process defines the logic to be applied). An exemplary
logic is to send a notification to the user. For this purpose, the user is enabled with a
Notification_Hub (User_App) as shown in Figure 23.
Such as presented the service chains and interactions with the User_App, Service_Apps,
DC_Apps, Net_Functions (transparent) and primitives from the sensors / actuators enable a
scalable and secure provisioning of the usual functions such as information reporting,
information access, events subscription / notification and configuration management.

5.3 System Integration
5.3.1 Functional Requirements
The main functional requirements from the INPUT architecture are the provisioning of
containers for processing, persistent storage (virtual images) and enablement of a common L2
layer for the integration of the smart devices and virtual images. For the VO deployment, it is
specifically required that the VM provided by INPUT have a PaaS environment, where VO code
can be deployed.
The second requirement is that the interconnection between the difference devices and
virtual images is carried out over a trusted virtual overlay network, i.e., a trustable domain.
The third requirement is that this L2 layer can be routed from the external Internet network,
in order to ensure the interconnection between DC_Apps and User_Apps with the Services_Apps.
The fourth requirement is Personal Network services (i.e., software dependencies) can be
requested and activated by the configuration manager (User_App) through suitable interfaces
in the user home gateway.
The fifth requirement is that the NS-OS can provide resources dynamically upon demand and
can ensure that all the resources are reachable among them (Services_Apps chain in the data
plane).
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The sixth requirement is that containers can be resized on demand; this requirement is
relevant, owing to the dynamic integration of devices that make the demands in terms of
storage and processing capabilities increase or reduce. For example, when the user in the
storyline incorporates additional sensors for gasses and energy metering into the system, an
increase in the historical data requirements and processing needs is implied.

5.3.2 Integration of INPUT Interfaces
The INPUT architecture presents multiple interfaces to interconnect the NS-OS with the
different Service Elements that compose the INPUT nodes (edge nodes). At the same time, it
enables the Network Functions Virtualization and the integration of SDN and the different
Information Technology (IT) platforms involved in the solution. All the complexity from the NSOS and the Service Elements, with the interaction of the Hypervisors for virtualization and
OpenFlow to enable a common L2 per Personal Network, are abstracted for the use-cases by
the NS-OS. Therefore, the main interface will be between the Configuration_Manager
(User_App) that is backed by the Device Manager (DC_Apps). The IoT Gateway integrated into
the solution will be mainly focused on bridging Bluetooth Low Energy and other protocols to a
common L2 domain, and also will collaborate as a Point of Presence to make feasible the
physical deployment of the addressing, access control and mappings offered by the
Net_Functions. Thereby, the collaboration between the Net_Functions (virtualized) and the IoT
gateway functions (exchange of data) will build and deploy the full data plane chain going from
addressing and access control, to the final protocols mapping and sensors virtualization.
The sensors and gateways will be enabled by OMA LWM2M, an equivalent to the current
supported SNMP to provide the data relevant for the KPIs in terms of energy consumption,
number of messages exchanged, battery lifetime and other energy and performance-related
data. This data will also be provided to the NS-OS for being integrated into the monitoring
information storage. Finally, the Service_Apps will interoperate among them for the control
plane by using the defined primitives over RESTFul interfaces, and in the data plane by using
the semantically annotated protocol over a RESTFul interface, too, such as SSN-XG with JSON
or OMA LwM2M over HTTP/CoAP, or both of them.

5.4 Key Performance Indicators and Benchmarking
5.4.1 Latency
The latency will be monitored by the User_Apps and provided to the INPUT Architecture for
its monitoring and optimization.
For this purpose, Round Trip-Delay time for the requests of data from the User_App focused
on data visualization will be monitored, since it is the most relevant in terms of User Experience
(Quality of Experience). The different options will be considered to evaluate the impact of
accessing the data via INPUT nodes (edge network), instead of a cloud computing node, for the
cases of accessing the data locally and in a mobile situation (from a remote location):
-

User_App for Data Visualization directly in the Personal Network accessing the INPUT
node (Historical Data Cache).

-

User_App for Data Visualization directly in the Personal Network accessing the DC_App
(Historical Data Storage).
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-

User_App for Data Visualization in a remote environment using a local INPUT node
(Historical Data Cache) acting as a data mirror.

-

User_App for Data Visualization in a remote environment accessing the DC_App
(Historical Data Storage).

5.4.2 Autonomy (Sensor Lifetime)
Autonomy has a direct impact on the IoT devices (constrained devices usually battery
powered). The autonomy will be monitored by the Service_App (Smart Device as a Service –
Virtual Object) and provided to the INPUT Architecture for its monitoring and optimization.
For this purpose, the number of requests from User_Apps and other Service_Apps that are
attended by the VO without requiring direct access to the Physical Sensor / Actuator will be
monitored. This reduction of communication overhead with the physical object is very relevant
in terms of the sensors’ lifetime (autonomy). This optimization is not impacting the quality of
the service, since the options / APIs to obtain the last value and fresh data when required from
the sensor will be enabled, but at the same time it will open a higher flexibility for the data and
device management.

5.4.3 Privacy
Privacy is one of the major benefits from the edge network intelligence allocation; in the case
of INPUT, it is even much more relevant, owing to the inclusion of the Service_Apps, User_Apps,
Net_Functions and physical devices (sensors and actuators) into a common Layer 2 network
(Personal Network). This KPI will be monitored by the User_App via the number of hops (layer
3 network hops) required to carry out the operation.
This KPI will be compared between the usual mode (i.e., without edge network intelligence
and the deployment of a personal network) and the INPUT mode.
Finally, different operations will be analysed including the different entities from the INPUT
architecture (DC_Apps usually accessed via Layer 3 vs. Service_Apps usually accessed via Layer
2).

5.4.4 Scalability (Carbon Footprint Evaluation)
The KPIs that are directly measured by the Smart Devices / IoT devices integration are reported
in the following.

It represents the mean
Energy
energy requirement and
consumption of the
lifetime of the Smart
Smart Devices
Devices (IoT devices)

End-devices and SD
lifetime and energy
consumption

It represents the amount of
energy required for the SD
to support a Service_App
based on the number of
messages / transactions
(wireless communication),
sensing
requirements,
internal processing, and the
impact in the lifetime.

This parameter is monitored by the OMA LwM2M integration with the INPUT Platform to be
further included into the monitoring information storage regarding energy consumption.
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Additional parameters offered by OMA LwM2M will be taken into account, such as the counters
for:
-

Number of messages transmitted (unit).

-

Number of messages received (unit).

-

Number of messages for information reporting / total number of messages (%).

-

Number of messages for control / total number of messages (%).

-

Number of messages avoided or supported by the Virtual Object instead of reaching the
end-object (%).

Finally, the Carbon Footprint is calculated based on the reference of the consumption of a
sensor in the different stages by mW, this demonstrate how moving part of the processing
requirements from the sensor to the edge network reduces the impact of the lifetime of the
sensor, since it allows the sensor higher time sleeping periods (duty cycle) instead of carrying
out local processing.
For this purpose, as in the previous examples, we have defined the TCF (Total Carbon
Footprint) based on the Operating Carbon Footprint, which depends on the time that the sensor
is sleeping or active and the communications.
𝑂𝐶𝐹1𝑦 (𝑡𝑠 , 𝑡𝑎 ) = 24 ∗ 365 ∗ (𝑡𝑠 𝜑𝑠 + 𝑡𝑎 𝜑𝑎 + 𝑡𝑐 𝜑𝑐 ) ∗ 𝐹
The 𝑂𝐶𝐹1𝑦 (𝑡𝑠 , 𝑡𝑎 ) represents Operating Carbon Footprint of the single IoT device on the span
of one year. The F represents conversion factor from kW to CO2 emission. The 𝜑𝑠 represents IoT
device power consumption during sleep time 𝑡𝑠 , the 𝜑𝑎 represents IoT device power
consumption during active time 𝑡𝑎 and the𝜑𝑐 represents IoT device power during
communication time, which for the purpose of this calculation is constant and 𝑡 = 𝑡𝑠 + 𝑡𝑎 +
𝑡𝑐 sum up to one hour. We could simplify the Operating Carbon Footprint equation by assuming
that the communication time is marginal and the total time operating of the IoT device is 𝑡 =
𝑡𝑠 + 𝑡𝑎 assuming that the 𝑡 = 1 and is one hour we have 𝑡𝑎 = 1 − 𝑡𝑠 then the 𝑂𝐶𝐹1𝑦 (𝑡𝑠 , 𝑡𝑎 ) can
be written by only using one time parameter:
𝑂𝐶𝐹1𝑦 (𝑡𝑠 ) = 24 ∗ 365 ∗ (𝑡𝑠 𝜑𝑠 + (1 − 𝑡𝑠 )𝜑𝑎 + 𝑥 ∗ 𝜑𝑐 ) ∗ 𝐹
where 𝑥 is constant parameter that adjust the 𝜑𝑐 communication power consumption of the
equation.
𝑇𝐶𝐹1𝑦 = 𝐸𝐶𝐹 𝑠 + 𝑂𝐶𝐹1𝑦 (𝑡𝑠 )
The 𝑇𝐶𝐹1𝑦 defines Total Carbon Footprint which consists of the sum of the Embodied Carbon
Footprint and the Operating Carbon Footprint of the single IoT device on the span of one year.
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5.5 Proof of Concept Definition
5.5.1 Test bed requirements
The test bed requirements are:
1- IoT sensors and actuators:
a. Offer a RESTFul-based interface to enable the information exchange such as
CoAP, HTTP, or equivalent.
b. Support for a device management protocol such as OMA LwM2M to interact with
the device manager (DC_App) and cooperate with its virtual image (Virtual
Object). This requirement is crucial to ensure the interoperability and
upgradeability of the sensors with the evolution of the Service_Apps. At the same
time, part of the functions will be directly supported by the virtual images of the
sensors (Smart Device as a Service), but at least a minimum of primitives must
be provided by the IoT sensors and actuators.
c. Support of security primitives at the sensor level to ensure end-to-end security
between the DC_Apps and the sensors, and also intra-Personal Network.
d. Support a set of sensors and actuators relevant to enable the described use-case.
For this purpose, the Glue and Blue portfolio from HOP Ubiquitous in conjunction
with other commercial sensors integrated by COSMOTE in their Multi-purpose
IoT platform (e.g., Smart meters from Fibaro) will be considered.
2- Gateway:
a. Enable the bridging at the L2 level from sensors technologies (such as Bluetooth
Low Energy, Z-Wave, 6LoWPAN/ZigBee) into the common L2 domain of the
Personal Network, where the virtual images (Service_Apps) and other devices are
reachable.
b. Offer the primitives to enable the value-chain integration in the data plane
between the virtual function enabled by Net_Functions and the primitives offered
in the Point of Presence by the physical gateway (hardware interface). This
requirement is also crucial and very challenging in terms of deployment, since
the inbound and outbound traffic to the gateway needs to be properly managed
to ensure that the RAW forwarding for providing addressing, access control and
protocols mapping is carried out in the proper time via the closer INPUT node
over the L2 layer.
c. Support for a management protocol and interface to interoperate with the Device
Management (DC_Apps).
d. Support for the security deployment using MAC layer and transport layer
security protocols that ensure the deployment of a secure Personal Network at
the sensors level.
e. Support of interactions / proxy with the Virtual Objects (Smart Device-as-aService – Service_Apps) to offer replies and services on behalf of physical sensors
without making platforms, users or any other data consumer aware of the
interaction with a VO.
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f. Support for virtualization of Net_Functions over the gateway itself to ensure high
deployment capacity and reliability, in case that an external INPUT node cannot
be allocated.
g. (optionally but relevant) Support of interfacing with DROP and GAL for the
enablement of the Gateway as a potential INPUT node for the virtualization of
Service_Apps such as local logic control, historical data cache, data aggregation /
correlation / etc., in the case of difficulties, to allocate it in an external INPUT
node.
3- Platforms (Device Manager):
a. Support the interaction with the User_Apps and the NS-OS to allocate the
Service_Apps, Net_Functions and identify the location of the other DC_Apps to
facilitate the instantiation and set-up of a Personal Network involving sensors
and end-devices.
b. Support of the interaction with the sensors and gateways to collect their
information/status, enable the Virtual Objects (Smart Device as a Service
deployment) and support their upgrading / maintenance.
c. Support and integration with the other DC_Apps such as Logic Builder, Historical
Data Storage, and Data Analytics.
d. Support of mechanisms and interfaces to distribute logic from the Logic Builder
to the Service_Apps (Local Logic Builder).

5.5.2 PoC Validation process
This proof of concept will demonstrate the capacities from the INPUT architecture to provide
outstanding benefits to the deployment, upgradeability and use of a Home Management System
using the benefits of network flexibility and scalability via “in-network” programmability to
deploy Personal Networks covering multiple technologies (services and devices) into a
common domain, and also the capacity to deploy virtualization of Services, Network functions
/ primitives into a secure (all the components and interactions are secured), dynamic (upon
user request in fixed and mobile environments), scalable (adaptation to satisfy the needs when
new devices are integrated, i.e., increasing of deployment size and requirement) and evolvable
(new technologies and services are deployed into the solution).

Process 1 – Deployment of the solution
The initial process is identified in the use-case when Pedro decides to acquire a Home
Management System and deploy it at home. This process involves multiple physical (hardware)
and virtual (software and remote hardware) interactions.

Step 0: Existing infrastructure (DC_Apps)
-

At the beginning, the DC_App of Device Manager is already deployed in the cloud as a
rendezvous point for the sensors and the rest of the components.
The device manager can create instances of the logic builder and historical data storage
as DC_Apps at the cloud level.
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Step 1: New user and Pre-commissioning of the devices in the device manager
(DC_App)
-

-

The user (Pedro) creates a new account and acquires the initial devices.
The Device Manager offers Pedro the modules of Historical Data Storage, Logic Builder
and Data analytics by default. An instance of each module for the user is created over the
common platform.
As a security mechanism, the devices to be deployed are linked to the user account from
the sensors/actuators owners. This linking creates the first instance of the sensor into
the Access Control List (security policy) and sets up the initial parameters of the VO
(Smart Device as-a-Service) into the meta-data of the DC_App.

Step 2: Set-up of the devices at home
-

-

The user (Pedro) connects the gateway (UbiBox or equivalent) to the Internet via
Ethernet. This gateway will directly connect with the device manager.
o The Gateway informs about its new status (IP address – location).
o The Gateway downloads the access control list from the Device Manager.
o The Gateway asks the Device Manager for the allocation of the closest
Net_Function. Some Net_Functions, such as the mapping protocols one, can be reused among multiple Personal Networks. However, other Net_Functions, such as
addressing and firewall, need to be adapted to the Personal Network data. The
Device manager allocates the Firewall, Addressing and Mapping Net_Functions to
the Gateway.
The user will start connecting the sensors (electro-valve and water flood sensor).
o The sensors connect to the Gateway (it checks that they are allowed), sensors get
their initial keys, local and global addresses (using addressing Net_Function), a
list of servers that they can answer and access the local medium.
o The Gateway notifies the Device Manager about the sensors.
o The Device Managers asks the INPUT platform through the end-user interface
integrated into the PN virtual Home Gateway (see the D2.1 report) for a PaaS
Service_App per sensor: the Virtual Object (VO).
o The Local Logic Manager, the Historical Data Cache, the Complex Event
Processing are already in place, since they were allocated by the INPUT platform
upon the subscription of the end-user to the IoT service.
o The Device Managers transfers the meta-data of each single object to the
equivalent VO.

Step 3: Commissioning with the device manager
-

The user sets up the User_App (Configuration Manager) into her/his phone to define the
logic / rules.
Configuration Manager transmits this information to the Logic Manager
Logic manager distributes the logic into Local Logic Manager
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Step 4: User can start enjoying the service
-

-

The user can start using the User_Apps for her/his mobile phone (notification hub), or
Smart TV (data visualizer) to follow up the data.
User_Apps identify the Service_Apps with the historical data cache for last days (week)
data and also interact with the DC_Apps to visualize some additional information
regarding trends, forecasting, etc., provided by the Data analytics module.
Each time that a request goes from the Notification Hub to check the status of the sensor,
this request goes to the Gateway for the objects not directly connected to the LAN.
o Gateway checks the type of request depending on the nature of the data / metadata.
o The gateway forwards it to the Virtual Object Service_App to get the reply or to
the real sensor.
o Since the replies are already in the OMA LwM2M format, a mapping is not
required, and they can be delivered directly to the User_App.

Process 2 – Extension with additional sensors from the same technology
(gasses sensors)
Pedro and Ana decide to extend their current solution including new sensors into their
current system.

Step 0: Existing solution already deployed and running.
o They have already allocated a historical data Storage, Logic Manager and Data
Analytics in the DC_Apps.
o In the Service_Apps and Net_Functions, they also have the key components to
support the new sensors.

Step 1: The user requests new sensors from the same technology as the current
ones
o The Device Manager notifies the gateway to update the access control list with
the newly acquired devices.
o The Logic Builder is extended with new processes / workflows focused on the
new type of sensors (these logic configurations are offered to the user via the
User_App).
o The device manager requests for a resize of the historical data storage DC_App.

Step 2: The user receives and connects the sensors at home
o The sensors connect to the gateway (it checks that they are allowed), sensors get
their initial keys, local address and global addressing (using addressing
Net_Functions), a list of servers that they can answer and access the local medium.
o The gateway requests the Device Manager for the Service_Apps to allocate their
Virtual Objects (Service_App), requests for a resize of the Historical Data Cache
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o

o
o

o

and upgrade of the Service_Apps for Complex Event Processing and data
aggregation to support these new data types.
The Device Managers asks the INPUT platform through the end-user interface
integrated into the PN virtual Home Gateway (see the D2.1 report) for a PaaS
Service_App per sensor: the Virtual Object (VO).
The Device Managers transfers the meta-data of each single object to the
equivalent VO.
The Device Managers asks the INPUT platform through the end-user interface
integrated into the PN virtual Home Gateway to increase the processing of the
Local Logic Manager.
The Device Managers asks the INPUT platform through the end-user interface
integrated into the PN virtual Home Gateway to increase the storage of the
Historical Data Cache.

Step 3: The user configures the new sensors
o The user opens the User_App (Configuration Manager), connects to the device
managers and informs that an update is required. The App is updated with a new
list of logic behaviors that the user can now use to configure the gasses sensors.

Step 4: The user starts using the new sensors
o In the same way, the rest of User_Apps are updated with the new sensors
information and the user can use them as if they were set up the first day.

Process 3 – Extension with additional sensors from other technology
(smart meter)
Pedro decides to extend the current solution including a smart meter based on Z-Wave; it
requires plugging a USB dongle in the gateway and buy a sensor in a different provision than
the usual one.

Step 0: Existing solution already deployed and running.
-

They have already allocated in the DC_Apps a historical data Storage, Logic Manager and
Data Analytics.

Step 1: The user requests new sensors from DIFFERENT technology than the
current ones
-

The Device Manager notifies the gateway the need to upgrade with a new Driver to
manage the Z-wave USB dongle.

Step 2: The user connects the new sensor from another vendor
-

The Gateway detects that a new sensor is connected that it cannot identify as a genuine
sensor.
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-

-

-

o The gateway requests the user via a Notification to the Notification Hub for
confirmation to accept the new sensor.
o The user accepts it, and basic information is asked about the sensor such as
“Sensor Type.”
The Gateway requests the device manager for a Service_App mapping from Z-Wave to
OMA LwM2M.
o The device manager requests the INPUT platform through the end-user interface
for a new Service_App for Z-Wave mapping.
o The Gateway can discover and identify the different data types via the Z-Wave
mapping module.
o The Gateway notifies the Device Manager about this data.
The Device Manager requests the INPUT platform for a new Virtual Object of the type
Smart Meter for supporting the new sensor.
The Device Manager transfers the meta-data of the object to the equivalent VO.
The Devices Manager updates the access control list in the Gateway for the Z-Wave
interface with the MAC address of the Smart meter.
The Logic Builder is extended with new processes / workflows focused on the new type
of sensors (these logic configurations are offered to the user via the User_App).
o The device manager requests for a resize of the historical data storage DC_App.
The Device Manager asks the INPUT platform for an upgrade of the Service_App to
increase the processing of the Local Logic Manager.
The Device Manager asks the INPUT platform for an upgrade of the Service_App to
increase the storage of the Historical Data Cache.

Step 3: The user configures the new sensors
-

The user opens the User_App (Configuration Manager), connects to the device managers
and informs that an update is required. The App is updated with a new list of logic
behaviors that the user can now select to configure the smart meter.

Step 4: The user starts using the new sensors
-

In the same way, the rest of User_Apps are updated with the new sensors information
and the user can use them as if they were set up the first day.
Each time that a request goes from the Notification Hub to check the status of the sensor,
this request goes to the Gateway.
o The Gateway checks the type of request depending on the nature of the data /
meta-data.
o The Gateway forwards it to the Virtual Object Service_App to get the reply or to
the real sensor.
o The key difference is that now every time that a User_App requires data from the
Smart Meter, it needs to go through the mapping as the last stage in the data plane
chain.
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Thanks to INPUT architecture, the user can see the data from the multiple heterogeneous
sensors and actuators from multiple technologies. The realization via their virtual image
and virtual functionalities of their native logic makes the integration and mapping of
heterogeneous devices in a dynamic way simpler.
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6 Conclusions
This deliverable summarizes the activities related to the initial design of INPUT
demonstrations. In particular, it provides the description of two selected use-cases identified
in WP2 and the overview of the INPUT demonstrator test bed, constituting the underlying
infrastructure for the experimental evaluation of the selected use cases.
The two use cases considered regard the virtualization of home multimedia devices and the
virtualization of a sensors collector in the context of smart home management applications. For
both use-cases, the INPUT platform enables the concept of ubiquitous “Personal Network”,
allowing the end-user to gain the perception of being in her/his home network.
In particular, the first use-case deals with the virtualization of set-top box devices (STBs). The
functionalities provided by the vSTB include real-time streaming of multimedia content
transmitted from the content provider in one or more local player devices such as smart TVs;
real-time streaming of multimedia content in smartphone and/or tablet players by exploiting
the radio access network; recording of a content and delayed playing of the content.
The second use-case regards the Internet of Things scenario, namely “Virtualization of IoT
Services in a Home Management System”. In this use case, the INPUT approach is applied to the
main challenges affecting IoT scenarios, such as security and privacy issues for connected
personal devices and the limitation of resources (constrained devices). The former aspect is
approached by the INPUT architecture ensuring the reduction of direct access from the Internet
to the physical devices, by means of the instantiation of Virtual Objects, which are allocated in
a high capacity device (typically on the edge node).
Finally, specific requirements and key performance indexes have been identified in both
scenarios.
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Appendix A: WP4 Work-in-progress Activities
This Appendix is devoted to show how the design and development activities performed in
the scope of WP2 and WP3 are being integrated to the goal of contributing to the realization of
the test bed that will be used in the final demonstration and to describe the ongoing
implementation activities and preliminary tests of the use cases presented in Sections 4 and 5.
The remainder of this Appendix is organized as follows. Subsection A.1 introduces the
advancements in the development, integration, and preliminary performance evaluation of the
INPUT platform with particular reference to new capabilities introduced by OpenVolcano.
Subsections A.2 and A.3 regard the work in progress activities related to the development and
integration of the two use cases selected for the final project demonstration. Finally, Subsection
A.4 introduces three early-bird demonstrations already set up by the INPUT Consortium (two
of them have been already exhibited in public events – see the D5.4 report).

Advancements on the Core INPUT Platform
Apart from the detailed definition of the use-case demonstrations, one of the main goals of
Task 4.1 has been to integrate and to carry out a preliminary performance evaluation of the
INPUT platform by composing the different building blocks produced by Work Packages 2 and
3.
The work done in this Task produced precious feedback for the correct and efficient design
of the OpenVolcano platform (see the INPUT Annex C of the D3.1 report), especially in the
mapping and integration of South- and North-Bound Interfaces (see the Appendixes B.1 and B.2
of the D2.1 report) with the capabilities introduced at the data-plane (see the D3.1 report).
Moreover, it is worth noting that the activities of Task 4.1 allowed the early bird set up of two
of the three demonstrators reported in subsection A.4, where advanced capabilities at dataplane, at NS-OS and NS-MAN and their interactions have been shown.
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In particular, considering the edge network of the Telco Operator, and starting from the
definition of the PNs provided in the D2.1 report, activities related to the support for the innetwork programmability needed to host Service_Apps and Net_Functions have been carried out
in the scope of the WP3. In more detail, such activities regard both the design of the data-plane
architecture, including the different hardware platforms composing it and their extensions, and
the design of the APIs needed to compose and manage the Service_Apps and Net_Functions.
Outcomes related to these activities that have been achieved at the current stage of the Project
are thoroughly described in D3.1. Among others, the quake virtual switch is an original design
of the Project. It has been implemented by exploiting the DPDK libraries and provides
OpenFlow Version 1.3 basic functionalities such as OFPT_HELLO, OFPT_ECHO_REQUEST/
REPLY, OFPT_FLOW/ GROUP_MOD, OFPT_ERROR. The performance level that can be reached
by using DPDK has proved to be better than comparable solutions based on Open vSwitch or
Netmap. An accurate evaluation of the virtual switch performance can be found in Section 4.2.1
of the D3.1 document.
Regarding the user’s home network, the home gateway has been completely virtualized and
replaced by a Virtual Home Gateway deployed using a chain of Net_Functions as described in
Section 3.3. The Net_Functions performing NAT and firewall operations are designed to run as
multi-context processes. This execution environment, defined in Section 3.3 of the D3.1, allows
deploying a number of users instances in a single Net_Function. In more detail, since each user
is characterized by her/his corresponding entry in the flow table, in the case of a migration only
this entry (the so-called context) needs to be moved thus guaranteeing a reduction of the
migration time during migrations. This mechanism is further supported by the logical design of
the proposed network topology, which is being deployed in the form of a multi-center overlay
network as described in Annex C of the D2.1.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of this procedure, preliminary tests have been run to
measure the migration time experienced during context migration. The tests have been
performed by using the test bed shown inFigure 24. Two servers (A and B), both hosting an
instance of the firewall Net_Function, and a router tester are connected to an OpenFlow switch.
In the tests, the traffic is sent by a router tester to a firewall Net_Function that also sends it
back to the tester. During this transmission, the Net_Function is initially located in server A, and
is then migrated to server B.
In order to avoid service interruption and packet loss during the context migration, the NSOS controls the OpenFlow switch by using the seamless migration procedure described in
Annex C of the D2.1. In particular, before starting the migration, the OpenFlow
switching/routing rules are temporarily configured to duplicate packets destined to the
Net_Function on the move onto both servers. Upon the fulfilment of the context migrations, the
NS-OS disables the Net_Function in the server A and the connectivity to and from the A server
is removed, while only the connectivity to/from the new position is maintained.
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Figure 24. Network Functions migration.

Figure 25. Migration time of multi-context Net_Functions for different values of packet
throughput.

Figure 25 shows the measured migration times for different packet throughputs (ranges from
50 kpps to 100 kpps). As we can see, the results indicate that the proposed mechanism can
guarantee a very short migration time around 900𝜇𝑠 without any service interruption.

Virtualization of existing End-User Electronic Devices
As defined in Section 4, this use case provides a virtual set-top box service that is composed
of 2 DC_Apps, 11 Service_Apps, 4 User_Apps summarized in Figure 5. At the current stage of Task
4.2 the following building blocks have been implemented:


Service_Apps:
-



Edge Acquirer,
Personal Acquirer,
Digital Media Server.

User_Apps:
-

Remote Controller,
Mobile Player,
Events Notification.
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More in detail, the Edge Acquirer is the functional element that receives data streams from
the Content Provider, the requests coming from the Personal Acquirers and User_Apps, and
sends the requested data flow to each virtual smart device. It also provides contents
information, such as the channel name, the title of the content, etc.
This module has been realized by using a customized version of the open-source and
freeware software “multicat.”
The Personal Acquirer is one of the four Service_Apps composing the virtual smart device. It
has been entirely developed in C language. It aims at connecting to the Edge Acquirer to request
the list of the available channels, the scheduled content, and the related information;
furthermore, it maintains a point-to-point connection with the Edge Acquirer to request data
streams.
Summarizing, the Edge Acquirer is a common function, and it can receive N flows transmitted
by the content provider and forward them towards the Personal Acquirers according to their
requests.
The customized Digital Media Server has been realized by using uShare, a server software
with the aim of being fully compliant with DLNA/UPnP clients. The uShare daemon serves
media files (music, pictures, and video) to clients on a network. Example clients include
applications such as Totem and Kodi, and devices such as portable media players, Smartphones,
Televisions, and gaming systems (such as PS4 and Xbox One). The DMS has been developed to
receive live streams directly from the Personal Acquirer exposing them as stored files; in such a
way all the DLNA players connected to the personal network will be able to view both recorded
files and live channels by selecting them from the list of DLNA-server available content.
Finally, a preliminary draft of the User application has been developed ensuring frontward
compatibility with Android 4.4. It allows users to access the contents scheduling of the provider
so that they can choose the streaming of an event. If an event has not yet started, the user can
subscribe the intent to watch it, and the app will send a notification to the user a few minutes
before the content streaming event starting time as a reminder. Furthermore, users can record
a live event even if it has already started.
As shown in Figure 26, the App is composed of three modules:
● Discover, showing the contents provider channels list and, for each one, the scheduled
events;
● MyShare, which shows contents previously recorded, giving the possibility to access and
play them on demand;
● Calendar, a calendar section containing events watched in the past. Also, it allows the
reservation and the notification service related to future scheduled events.
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Figure 26. Some screenshots of the developed Android User App.

Virtualization of IoT Services in a Home Management System use
At the current stage of Task 4.2, we developed and tested a simplified version of the IoT
service described in Section 5. In more detail, the simplified service is based on the
virtualization of physical sensors via VOs enabling advanced functions in terms of support for
multiple protocols, on-demand extensions to ontologies and types of sensors, as well as
advanced integrated modules for data collection, storage, and aggregation. The service allows
the storage and visualization of data measured by a physical sensor deployed in the Local Area
Network (see Figure 27) with a Historical Data Cache Storage at the edge network to store most
frequently accessed data. Among other advantages, this solution i) enhances the quality of
experience (especially in terms of latency) for services, such as Data Visualization; ii) it also
reduces the traffic to/from the cloud (data aggregation); and iii) it offers the opportunity to
synchronize data to/from the cloud in off-topic hours.

Figure 27. Service chain diagram of the data visualization and storage in
the Virtual Device Collector service.
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To support and improve flexibility, we virtualize physical objects by leveraging on a laboursaving and “agile” Platform-as-a-Services (PaaS) model, which allows an easy deployment of
applications in Cloud computing environments and to reduce VO migration costs.
Indeed, as described in Annex C of the D3.1 report, the OpenVolcano platform is also able to
support the instantiation of PaaS instances into the VMs and to deploy VOs into each instance.
The management of the instantiation and deployment processes is properly handled through
ad-hoc defined primitives that allow operating on each single VO deployed into the VMs of the
INPUT platform.
In our work, VOs are grouped into categories so to use a specific template of VO, the VO
schema, for each type of device that needs to be virtualized. Each template encloses several
fields which represent the VO schema. The developed application populates each template by
filling the fields of the VO schema according to the device physical counterpart.
Such an approach allows to employ the same VO schema into different scenarios, and the
system will spare the work of building a different VOs for each object by relying on a finite core
set of VO schemas for the heterogeneous IoT world.
VOs are designed to be “light” in their amount of code compared to the hosting capacity of a
single PaaS instance included in our VMs. Each VM can host several independent PaaS Instances,
and each PaaS Instance can host several independent VOs. This configuration model is driven
by the fact that, at the Edge of the network, we operate in a resource constrained environment.
The PaaS adopted in our architecture is Capedwarf, an Application Server that allows
deployment of Google App Engine applications without adopting any modifications. It proved
to be more suitable to our needs thanks to its flexibility, the possibility it offers to cluster
instances and a large number of interfaces made available. Besides, Capedwarf provides
RESTful APIs that rely on the HTTP protocol for management purposes. OpenVolcano uses
these interfaces to manage PaaS and SDaaS services.
VOs are deployed into a PN and thus, by simplifying, reside within a LAN. Objects can
communicate with elements outside their network, like datacenters, by using the Virtual Home
Gateway developed in the WP3.
Problems come when an external application needs to communicate with elements located
within a PN, as the external application knows only the Gateway address and cannot reach the
specific resource.
The solution we proposed to overcome the problem mainly relies on the capability of overlay
networks management. As defined in the D2.1 report, the communication and information
exchanged among different Service_Apps and DC_Apps of the same cloud service are handled
through Back-End Networks. As shown in Figure 3, the Back-End Network is a virtual L2/L3
interconnection among a set of Service_Apps (and/or even Net_Functions), which is separated
from the PN. In other words, a Back-End Network is an L2/L3 broadcast network domain built
among two or more virtual/physical hosts, and whose traffic is isolated from the one carried by
the PN or other Back-End Networks.
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Figure 28. IaaS/PaaS Service_Apps and related communications through Personal and
Back-End Networks in the proposed fog infrastructure.

As shown in Figure 28 each PaaS Instance has to be bound to two different interfaces, one
belonging to the PN and the other to the Back-End network to split the traffic. The Back-End
Network exposes the Instance to the external connection by a server Proxy. The Proxy
memorizes all the IP addresses and URLs of the hosted VOs that are subject to communication
with applications not in the same PN and exposes a unique URL identifying each VO and the
owner user toward the DC_Apps.
Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the developed IoT service, we instantiated it on a laboratory
test bed running the OpenVolcano platform. The test bed has been setup for emulating a nextgeneration telecom edge network, composed of high-speed OpenFlow switches interconnecting
mobile and wireline back-hauling links and a number of points-of-presence equipped with picodatacenters.
The objective of the performed test is twofold: on one hand, the results aim at evaluating the
potential benefit of the INPUT platform in terms of reduced end-to-end latency; on the other
hand, to evaluate the costs in geographically distributing services and data.
Regarding the end-to-end latency evaluation, we compared the obtained results against
legacy cloud solutions. To this end, the service chain in Figure 27 has also been deployed in
both a public cloud located in the Netherlands and a private cloud of HOP Ubiquitous, located
in Ireland. The box-and-whisker charts in Figure 29 show the difference among the time
required to access resources in the personal network, in a public cloud with distributed and
elastic capabilities, and finally in a private cloud. In particular, the GET corresponds to the
request command executed by the Data Visualization User_App to retrieve historical data
related to one day (8309 bytes with monitoring every 500 seconds); the PUSH is the writing
operation onto the VO of a value (with size equal to 49 bytes) measured by a physical
environmental sensor (Haku from HOP Ubiquitous with data about temperature, humidity, and
noise).
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Charts in Figure 29 show that the PUSH operation is usually slightly heavier than the GET one
since writing operations need an additional confirmation acknowledgment message. At the
same time, we observe that, even if carrying an amount of data 170 times larger than the PUSH,
the collection of data presents a lower latency time thanks to well-known optimizations in
databases for time series. When the service runs in the INPUT scenario, the latency times
reduce by a factor 8 for GET operations and 2.5 for PUSH ones on average and get much closer
to the typical time scales of performance requirements for human interactive applications.
The number of network hops is 1 in the personal network case (i.e., the service is deployed at
the point of presence of the Telecom Operator nearest to the end-user); instead, in the Public
or the private cloud it has been measured (with the “traceroute command”) to be in between 9
and 14 hops from our test bed. Therefore, the INPUT platform reduces the end-to-end latency
significantly, and also the exposition of the data to potential attacks, such as Man in the Middle,
and data privacy problems.

(a)

(b)

Figure 29. Measured end-to-end latency to (a) GET sensed historical data and (b) PUSH sensed data in the
considered IoT scenarios.

Regarding the potential drawbacks of the INPUT approach, we decided to focus on the costs
related to virtual machine and VO migrations, needed to maintain the service (or parts of it) as
close as possible to end-users on the move. The primary effects of such migrations are clearly
represented by the delay to move data and applications between a couple of points-of-presence
in the telecom operator network, and by possible time windows of service unavailability during
this process. To this purpose, we performed a number of tests by migrating all the VOs in a
Capedwarf instance and the VM containing the entire Capedwarf of the selected use-case
service according to random network loads (spanning from 5% to 40% of the overall network
capacity for emulating the night and day network utilizations). The base Round Trip Delay
among the couple of points of presence where migrations happen has been kept to 5 ms.
Without loss of generality, we considered the simplified scenario where each VO collects data
received from the respective physical Smart Object with only one sensor. A Capedwarf instance
is configured to host 10 VOs, collecting amounts of data spanning from 8 KB to 78KB.
Figure 30 reports the obtained results when the images of VOs (i.e., the VO application
binaries) and VMs (i.e., the VM disk) are already available in the destination point-of-presence,
or when their transfer is part of the migration process. The data associated to the VOs are
migrated by synchronizing the databases of the source and destination Capedwarf instances on
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the fly. When this operation is completed the destination instance takes the place of the source
one, which is then switched off. As clearly suggested by the results in Figure 6, the migration of
only the VOs is much lighter (up to 3 orders of magnitude) with respect to moving VMs, since
the PaaS environment allows reducing the amount of overhead to be migrated dramatically. In
fact, in the VM case, the entire system memory (including also the one in the kernel memory
space or related to other processes) is transferred taking tens of seconds. Moreover, during VM
migrations, we experienced typical service downtimes of approximately 500ms-1s. On the
contrary, the selected PaaS environment permits completely separating the data used by the
virtualized service/application, and consequently almost zeroing the migration overhead, and
avoiding any measurable downtimes (below 1 ms).
Figure 6 also outlines the importance of pre-distributing application images into the fog
infrastructure, since it allows to reduce the migration time of an order of magnitude in the VO
case, and of a factor of 2 for the VM case.
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Figure 30. Measured times to migrate the VOs in a Capedwarf instance (PaaS VO) vs. the ones when
moving the entire Capedwarf Virtual Machine (IaaS VM) in the case of (a) only data migration, and of (b)
migration of images and data.

Early-bird INPUT Technology Demonstrations
Even if not requested by the project work plan, but with the clear aim to maximize the interest
of different stakeholders on the proposed technologies, the INPUT Consortium carried out
three early-bird proof-of-concept demonstrations during the first reporting period. Such
demonstrations have been based on preliminary implementations of some of the components
in the INPUT platforms and of the selected use-case applications. Further details on the realized
demonstrations are reported in the following subsections.

A.1.1 Multi-Context Network Functions
This demonstration has been carried out at a very early stage of the INPUT project and shown
at the Ericsson Italia Innovation Day, held at the Ericsson Italia R&D headquarter in Genoa at
the presence of many Telecom Operator representatives and Ericsson executives in September
17th-18th 2015.
This demonstration, developed/driven mainly by the CNIT and TEI staff in collaboration with
the entire INPUT consortium, regarded a proof-of-concept experimentation of Net_Functions
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based on the multi-context paradigm introduced and discussed in the D3.1 report, and whose
preliminary performance evaluation is in the subsection A.1 of this Appendix3.
The selected scenario was fully compliant with the reference one defined in the INPUT D2.1
report: the virtualization of end-user home networks, and therefore, the creation of Personal
Networks per each end-user. The PN is terminated by a virtual Home Gateway (see Section 3.3)
whose data-plane may be composed of multiple multi-context Net_Functions in a chain. For the
sake of simplicity during the demonstration, only a Net_Function implementing a firewall has
been applied.
The main schema of the demonstration test bed is shown in Figure 31. It was composed of an
OpenFlow switch connecting two servers (A and B), each one hosting an instance of the firewall
Net_Function. Ten end-user home networks are also connected to the OpenFlow switch; their
firewall is implemented by an equivalent number of “contexts” enabled in the single
Net_Function instance running in the server A.
A traffic generator and a streaming server are also connected to the OpenFlow switch. The
former is used for generating a Denial of Service (DoS) attack to one of the ten end-users. The
overall performance of the solution proposed is evaluated in terms of Quality of Experience by
observing the video stream as seen by the user under attack and by one of the other end-users.

Figure 31. Set-up of the INPUT demonstrator for the “Multi-Context” Network Functions.

The NS-OS (realized with one of the latest releases of the DROP project developed before the
OpenVolcano platform), is continuously monitoring the status of the servers and the
Net_Functions. It is programmed through a policy by the NS-MAN (the Ericsson Network
Manager) to react to DoS events (identified by CPU utilization and network load towards a
single user above a threshold) by migrating all users except the one under attack elsewhere.
When the DoS policy conditions are measured and checked by the NS-OS, the actions above
are immediately performed by the same NS-OS, which will also notify the event to the NS-MAN.
The QoE level of the video stream for the migrated users will have a very short decay
(equivalent to the time between two monitoring updates), given the extreme efficiency of

3 The performance

evaluation in section A.1 has been carried out on a refined implementation of the multi-context
Net_Functions, which has been directly derived by the software produced for this demonstration activity.
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context “migrations” from server A to B. In Figure 32 and Figure 33 some screenshots of the
video captured during the Ericsson Italia Innovation Day have been reported. The video is
publicly available on the INPUT website at the following URL: http://www.inputproject.eu/index.php/news/90-1st-input-demonstration-at-the-ericsson-italia-innovationday. Figure 34 reports the poster prepared for the event above.

Figure 32. Some screenshots of the video taken the Ericsson Italia Innovation Day.

Figure 33. Screenshot of the DROP Web interface and the video streaming as experienced by the user
under DoS attack (on the left side) and by one of the migrated users (on the right side).
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Figure 34. The poster shown during the Ericsson Italia Innovation Day.

A.1.2 Virtual Multimedia Set-Top Box
As a preliminary test of the developed modules, we set up a demonstration test bed. The
introduced service environment consists of an SDN-enabled platform allowing content
providers to broadcast their video contents. In this respect, the demonstration platform
provides a logical end-to-end connection from the Content Provider (subsequently defined as
CP) to the various End Users (EUs).
Preliminary Demo
We realized a PoC aiming at the provision of a high-level description of the involved service
chain that will be instantiated as an end user requests the playback of a video content.
In general, the introduced service environment consists of an SDN-enabled platform allowing
content providers to broadcast their video contents, even if they do not have their own
distribution infrastructure. In this respect, the platform provides a logical end-to-end
connection from the CP to the various EUs.
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The emulation framework
The emulation framework has been realized by means of the interconnection of the well-known
network emulator “Mininet” with real devices, such as wireless access points and smartphones.
The SDN controller involved in the proposed network topology is a customized version of
OpenDaylight.
All the various components of the platform are briefly described in the following.
●

Mininet (virtualization environment)

Mininet is an open-source network emulator; it can be used to create virtual software-defined
networks consisting of flat Ethernet networks with multiple OpenFlow-enabled switches, and
multiple hosts connected to those switches.
The used platform set-up has two main peculiarities: the SDN controller of the emulated
network is not embedded in the network emulator itself, but runs in a stand-alone fashion on
another machine. This solution allowed us to keep the network itself physically separated from
the control plane and, consequently, a customized version of the controller can be deployed.
The other peculiarity of the platform consists in enabling, by means of the configuration script,
physical network interfaces of the machine hosting Mininet to be managed as network
interfaces of the virtual switches. This solution has enabled the interconnection of physical
wireless Access Points (APs) to the emulated network and, consequently, any physical device
(such as smartphones, PCs or any other internetworking appliances) connected to the APs
results as being part of the emulated network. Among other aspects, the network emulator also
provided virtual hosts to the platform, which have been instantiated as Acquirer or Streamer
functionalities, according to the VNF paradigm.
●

OpenDaylight (SDN controller)

As previously introduced, the SDN controller involved in the emulated platform is the opensource project OpenDaylight (ODL).
OpenDayLight is a Network Operating System for SDN-NFV networks, developed under the
auspices of the Linux Foundation and written in Java. It supports a variety of SDN protocols,
making it suitable to manage L2 switches that support different protocols.
It acts as a Controller in an SDN-NFV enabled infrastructure, and has the capability to manage
networks divided into slices, so different Controllers can manage different subsets of a large
network; they interact with each other to get information about the whole network. The
Hydrogen version of OpenDayLight was used, which supports OpenFlow 1.0 specifications.
OpenDayLight uses the OSGi Framework, a Java framework that permits to have a modular
system in Java; in this way, extensions to the functionalities of ODL can be realized by using
Bundles. A Bundle is a component written in Java using the OSGi Framework and OpenDayLight
Java APIs, which allow the creation of a new module for the Controller. A Bundle is executed
inside the Controller and can interact with switches in the network.
OpenDayLight can interact with L2 switches and Applications from its Southbound and
Northbound interfaces, respectively.
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The Northbound exposes a REST API service that allows to manage the network. It can be also
extended by a Bundle, so that it is permitted to create a new API Endpoint to interact with the
Bundle, and control its behaviour, or do some request to the Bundle.
In particular, to do this, two Bundles are needed: the first one acts as a Service inside the
Controller, and the second simply declares the new API Endpoints and calls services from the
first.
In our Case Study, new Endpoints were provided so that the Orchestrator Server can interact
with the SDN Controller.
The Southbound is allowed to interact directly with the L2 switches. At this level ODL supports
different protocols, but, in this demonstration, only OpenFlow 1.0 was used. The Southbound is
responsible for sending the configuration messages, created by a Bundle, to the switches; it also
allows to read the Flow Table and to do some queries to a switch (for instance, to know if a host
is connected to that switch, or at which port it is connected).
●

Accuver femtocell + EPC emulator (LTE radio access network and Evolved Packet Core network
emulator)

In order to provide the emulated platform with a concept of mobile access network, a “4G
femtocell in a box” has been added to the platform by means of a real network interface exposed
by the Mininet emulator. In this way, the device connected will be interpreted as attached to an
interface of one of the emulated switches.
The attached femtocell, providing LTE connection for nodes inside its range, was connected to
the Enhanced Packet Core (EPC) emulator (i.e., the Accuver XCORE running in a laptop). The
connection between these two elements is made by means of a VPN preconfigured in the
femtocell firmware and in the laptop.
The XCORE EPC emulator implements the function of the whole EPC infrastructure on a single
PC, allowing in this way the possibility to test and develop solutions for LTE systems without
the need of a real network infrastructure.
We configured XCore allowing it to release a pool of IP addresses to LTE mobile handsets (we
used four Samsung Galaxy S4 smartphones that were preconfigured with a specific SIM card be
able to connect to the femtocell).
●

Topology

The entire platform has been made running by means of two Intel NUC DC53427HYE (with
Ubuntu 14.04 as Operating System), hosting the OpenDayLight controller on a machine and the
Mininet emulator on the other machine, respectively. Each machine is equipped with three USBEthernet adapters in order to provide the required network interfaces for the data and the
management planes. Three WiFi access points are also present: two acting as CPE, and one for
the connection between the FemtoCell and the EPC Emulator.
The machine hosting the OpenDayLight controller has been used to host the Orchestrator, as
well. So, it acts as the SDN network Controller and as Server for our service; it was connected
to the management network through the built-in Ethernet interface, and with a USB-Ethernet
adapter to an access point (is this way it can be addressed for nodes inside the emulated
network).
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By means of a custom bootstrap script allowing the network emulator to use two USB-Ethernet
adapters as ports of two different virtual switches and the built-in Ethernet, the other machine
hosting Mininet was connected to the management network. This configuration allows the
Controller to communicate with the virtual switches.
The overall emulated infrastructure is therefore composed by a fully virtualized section
(provided by the Mininet tool) and a real network section, interworking by means of the
aforementioned configuration script.
The full virtual network segment is composed by 8 switches, with 4 core nodes connected in
full mesh topology, and 4 switches acting as Customer Premises Equipment (CPE), one for each
core node. Furthermore, by means of the network interface interconnections, we were able to
add two access points to the virtual topology, and the femtocell to the CPE of the network.
The physical devices involved in the platform are two access points, connected to their respective
CPEs, each one broadcasting to a WiFi network. This solution allows to use different smartphones,
and emulate the access to the platform virtually from different geographical locations. An additional
access point has been included in the platform in order to allow the connection of the femtocell. In
such a way, the platform has been accessed also by the mobile network, enabling the SDN controller
to manage different access technologies.
Deployed Service
The realized test bed consists of an SDN network environment, where different elements are
present, such as:
● Network Orchestrator
● Hypervisor
● Telco Operator Edge Node
● Front-end Service_App
● Acquirer Service_App
● Edge Streamer Service_App
● Content Providers
● End Users’ Mobile_Apps
The Front End server is the Service_App, realized by means of a Java server, which aims at
handling all the RESTful requests coming from the mobile User_App. At this stage, it fulfils the
tasks that will be performed by Virtual Decoder Interface, vSTB Manager, and vSTB
subscriptions store. Actually, the mobile user application connects to it to perform the following
actions: AAA procedures, view of the content provider’s channels and the related scheduling,
displaying a content or set up an event notification.
In order to proceed with the deployment of the emulated platform, we set up the environment
by customizing an SDN controller (in particular ODL Hydrogen) and an experimental
orchestrator component.
The developed Orchestrator is a software element, realized in Java as well, that is accessed
every time clients or content providers require a new action from the Front End server. The
Orchestrator is in charge of communicating with:
● the SDN controller to gather information regarding the status of the network links (to
gain the network awareness);
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● the Hypervisor in order to find out which machines are hosting virtual processes, and
the status of those machines;
● the Front End in order to acquire the requests from the users and reply to those requests
with useful info (e.g., the streamer that will serve the user)
The SDN Controller aims at the data flows’ handling in the OpenFlow-enabled network
environment. In particular, the controller deployed in the platform is the Hydrogen release of
OpenDayLight, customized through the deployment of an OSGi component for the controller
(known as bundle) that implements custom network control logic. Bundles are executed at the
top of the OSGi Framework (Equinox in OpenDayLight), and an interesting aspect is that
bundles can be installed and removed at runtime, so users are not required to stop the
controller to add or modify control logic.
In particular, the custom bundle enables the controller to expose, as a NorthBound API,
customized functions. In our case, the customized control logic allows linking an end user to the
most suitable streamer that is already processing the multimedia content the user requested.
Obviously, choosing the most suitable controller is in charge of the Orchestrator, according to
the information provided by the SDN controller and by the hypervisor.
The Acquire Service_App deployed in the architecture has the role, according to the INPUT
counterpart function, of receiving the incoming contents from the content providers. By the
way, in order to simplify the whole infrastructure complexity, the entire platform has a single
centralized Acquirer able to intercept contents from one or more content providers on the
platform.
The Edge Streamer is a Service_App aiming at receiving the required data stream from the
Acquirer. When an end-user requires a content by means of her/his mobile User_App, a pointto-point connection is established, by the Orchestrator, between the Acquirer and the Edge
Streamer to deliver the content. At this stage of the prototyping, the Edge Streamer is a
Service_App that matches the role of Personal Acquirer and Edge Acquirer. In fact, it is in charge
of the management of the data flows of one or more users connected to the edge node where
the virtual function is deployed. This solution will be replaced by the implementation of two
distinct virtual functions, the Personal Acquirer and the Edge Acquirer, for the sake of
scalability and to differentiate the common plane from the personal plane.
The following table shows the mapping of the deployed virtual functions with the future
Service/User Applications that will be implemented in the final prototype of the project.

Preliminary Test bed

INPUT Platform

Edge streamer

Personal Acquirer + Edge Acquirer

Acquirer

Centralized Acquirer for one or more
content providers

Front-end Service_App

vSTB Interface + vSTB manager + vSTB
subscriptions store
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Mobile App

vSTB Configurator + Mobile Player + Events
Notification

Customized OpenDayLight bundle

INPUT NS-OS

A.1.3 Racing with Remote Drones
This INPUT demonstrator is still under advanced development phase, and it will be shown at
one of the upcoming project events. It is realized mainly by the CNIT, TEI and UWUERZ staff in
collaboration with the rest of the Consortium.
The demonstration consists of a personal cloud service for realizing a Virtual Image of a
rolling drone. The reference scenario consists of a user that connects with a remote rolling
drone to race against the drones of other users on a racing track.
As shown in Figure 35, the personal cloud service (already implemented and fully working)
is composed of two Service_Apps: the first one realizing the Virtual Image of the drone in the
user PN, the second one acting as drone controller. Two back-end networks will be used for
interconnecting the two Service_Apps, and the controller Service_App with the remote drone.
A Net_Function, still under development, for the monitoring of the QoE will be activated in the
end-user PN. In the case of performance decays that may produce a perceptible impact on the
end-user QoE, it will notify the event to the NS-OS. The NS-OS acting on the basis of the feedback
coming from the analytics algorithms in the NS_MAN will decide where to migrate the
Service_Apps to maintain an acceptable QoE level and to reduce the probability of similar future
events.
Drone Virtual Image Service_App

Personal
Network

Drone Controller Service_App

Back-end
Network

QoE monitoring Net_Function

Telco Edge Infrastructure

Back-end
Network

Telco PoP with computing
capabilities

Figure 35. Main scheme of the INPUT demonstrator “Racing with Remote Drones.”
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